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Abstract

Rushall (1979) advocated the use of a planned self-talk competition straregy ro

enhance competitive athletic performance. While individual forms of self-talk

have significantly enhanced training efforts, only one study has examined the

effects of self-talk, as part of a packaged approach, on competition

performance. The present study examined the effects of an intervention

package consisting of task-relevant self-talk, mood thoughts, and positive self-

statements on the competitive performances of elite middle distance runners

using a single-subject design. There were no clear treatment effects on the

perfonnances of the experimental runners. However, their performances

appeared to become more consistent in relation to the yoked-control runners

during the treatment phase. One runner irnproved in his use of associative self-

talk and psychological skills while racing, while a second did not. Post-stud1'

questionnaire responses offered potential explanations for the discrepancy'.

Although both self-talk runners generallv indicated that their performances

required less effort while using the strategy, there were no such trends for

perceived pain. The results were discussed in light of the inherent

methodological issues encountered in conducting applied single-subject research

in this competitive setting.
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A Self-talk Package for Improving the Competitive Performa¡ce of Elite

Middle Distance Runners: Effects and Methodological Issues

It has been a common conception that peak performance in sport is

achieved when athletes are seemingly in a "thought-free" state (Loehr, l9g3;

Ravizza,1984). That is, performance is somehow governed by whether or not

the athlete can achieve such an ideal performance state on any given day.

Although such unconscious or automatic performances can occur to different

extents, the reliance on such a random and tenuous process seems inefficient at

best. The far more common occurrence is that athletes do think before, during,

and after performing, and that these thoughts do influence their self-concept,

self-confidence, and performance (Bunker, wiiliams, & Zinsser, 1993;

weinberg, 1988). For example, in a survey of 713 athletes from 23 sports,

Mahoney, Gabriel, & Perkins (1987) found that 76.4% of elite athletes

responded true to an item asking them if they consciously talked to themselves

while performing, and 86.5o/o did the same on another item inquiring if they

coached themselves mentally with instructions.

It has also been reported that the nature of performance-related thoughts

can directly influence how successful an athlete will be in achieving

competition goals (Bell, 1983). Athleres in competition should perform up to

their physical potentials more frequently when they think positive, task-oriented

thoughts. On the other hand, athletes whose task-oriented focus is disrupted by
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negative thoughts and worries about factors over which they have no control,

typically perform sub-optimally (Bell, 1983; Orlick, 1986; Rushall, lg79).

when we think to ourselves, we typically think in words, images, or some

combination of the two. Whenever we think to ourselves with words, we are

in a sense talking to ourselves. Conceiving of these thoughts as self-talk makes

it much easier to bring seemingly unconscious processes under direct cognitive

control. Moreover, our self-talk can exert control over the respondent

components of our emotions, commonly called our feelings (Martin & Osbome,

1993). Thus, rather than leaving our thoughts and feelings to chance, *'e

should be able to pre-plan what we would like ourselves to think before or

during any perfonnance in order to insure that we will feel and perform at our

best. In fact, the use of self-talk during training and competition has beeu

highly correlated with successful performance in olympic{rials gvmnasts

(Mahoney & Avener, 1977) and collegiate and national champion racquetball

players (Meyers, Cooke, Cullen, & Liles, 1979). Weinberg, Grove, and

Jackson (1992) surveyed 60 Australian tennis coaches regarding their use of

strategies for building confidencein their players and compared their responses

to those of American coaches (Weinberg & Jackson, 1990). Overall, the

strategy most often used, as well as being the most effective, according to the

coaches, was positive self-talk. The frequency of self-reported skill-related

thoughts has been significantly correlated to successful performance of tennis
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groundstrokes in elementary school students (Lee, Landin, & carter, 1992).

Training in the use of self-talk strategies has proven effective in

facilitating the acquisition of tennis groundstrokes in beginning tennis players

(Ziegler, 1987), improving the free-throw performance of college basketball

plavers (Hamilton & Fremouw, 1985), and increasing the accuracy of dart

throwing (Dagrou, Gauvin, & Halliwell, 1992). Additionally, in the non-sport

domain, training in the use of self-talk has been effective in helping elementary

school children cope with test anxiety (Zeidner, Klingman, & papko, i988),

female college students cope with a laboratory stressor (Girodo & Steiri, 1978),

and female college students cope with a reported fear of flying (Girodo &

Roehl, 1978). Thus, it seems reasonable that by developing a self-talk strate_sy

and rehearsing it prior to performing, the chances of staying relaxed and

confident, focusing on the task at hand, and coping with outside distractors will

be maximized.

Runnine

competitive running is a demanding sport because it requires extreme

dedication to training and maximal effort bordering on exhaustion in

competition. A unique feature that it shares with other endurance sports like

swimming, cross-country skiing, cycling, speed-skating, and rowin-e is that it

demands a continuous effort without pauses to physically or mentally recover.

specifically, during a race runners are continuously monitoring their pace,
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running form, feelings, competitors, and racing strategy. In addition, they have

to cope with pain to sustain their pace and do their best (Elliott, 1984). These

tasks demand a tremendous amount of concentration and awareness. It would

not be surprising to flrnd that optimal performance in such an activity is largely

influenced by one's ability to stay relaxed, focused, and positive in the face of

such demands. Elliott (1984) identified several distractors runners typically

face prior to and during a race including uncertaínty regarding performance

expectations, physical preparedness, and competitors' abilities; encountering

unexpected environmental conditions; excitable coaching behaviors; poor

coping during the race; and personal problems not involving running. other

conditions that may distract runners include the relative importance of the

competition to the athlete, and disruptions of living, training, and preparation

patterns that come with travelling and competing in foreign environments

(Simons, 1992). Finally, Nideffer (19S9) suggested that additional pressure ro

perform well is created by the potential for substantial economic benefits

follou'ing successful performances at high profile competitions. In a study that

examined the relationship between responses to a pre-race questionnaire and

anxiety as measufed by the competitive State Anxiety Inventory-2 (cSAI-2) in

a sample of elite intercollegiate middle-distance runners, Jones, Swain, and

Cale (1990) found that higher levels of anxiety were besr predicted by lower

perceived readiness, having negative attitudes toward previous performances,
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having a position goal as opposed to a time goal, and negative reactions to

external environmental conditions. It may be possible for runners to

successfully deal with these sport-specific distractions by preparing, rehearsing,

and using a self-talk strategy in competition.

Cognitive Strategies and Endurance Performance

One of the most interesting, and most often studied, research questions

regarding endurance performance has been that of determining cognitive

strategy use. This body of research has not been without its methodological

incongruities, however, The goals of this section will be to integrate its

findings and generate some observations.

In a landlnark study of elite dista¡ce runners, Morgan and Pollock (1977)

introduced tvvo broad categories of cognitive strategies that have since become

the basis for the majorit¡, of studies that followed. They hypothesized that

runners would use a primarily dissociative cogaitive strategy during which they

would attempt to ignore or replace sensory input, such as bodily feelings of

pain, with thoughts not related to the race at hand. This was thought to

facilitate a more effective performance because it would distract the athletes

from experiencing pain during the race. However, they found that these

runners tended to associate with the running task by (l) paying very close

attention to bodily input such as feelings arising in their legs and their rate of

respiration; (2) paying attention to the clock and monitoring their pace by
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reading their bodies; (3) identifying runners they would stay close to duríng the

race, and (4) using self-talk like reminding themselves to relax, stay loose, and

so on. Rather than distracting themselves from the pain, the runners monitored

their feelings and adjusted their pace to avoid it. This finding is consistent

with the idea that distance running provides runners with some degree of

sensory control similar to that learned in biofeedback training (Hollandsworth,

1979). In comparing elite and nonelite runners, they found that the nonelite

runners tended to primarily use a dissociative strafegy thus confirming their

original hypothesis for that subsample (Morgan & Pollock, 1977). This

retrospective report study has been the impetus for numerous other self-report

and experimental investigations. However, it seems that the concepts of

association and dissociation as defîned by Morgan and Pollock (1977) have

often been either misinterpreted or reinterpreted, thus making integration of

findings diffrcult. The most common misconception is that association onl-v

entails monitoring of bodily sensations. Clearly, Morgan and Pollock (1977)

identified attending to pace, race sffategy, and self-talk as elements of

association. Several studies, however, fail to include these elements. The

second misconception involves the aftributing of associative elements to the

dissociative spectrum. For example, thoughts regarding finishing the race,

position in the race, and the mechanics of running have been labelled

dissociative (Freischlag, 1981). one could argue, however, that these thoughts
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are just as associated with the task of running as are monitorin-q one's bodily

state.

Self-report and interview studies, mostly surveying marathon runners,

have been conducted using nonelite, elite, mixed, and random samples.

Findings from the nonelite samples have indicated, unlike Morgan and

Pollock's (1977) findings, a predominantly associative strategy use during a

marathon (Summers, Sargent, Levey, & Murray, 1982), and a balanced strategy

use (60% of time associative/40To of time dissociative) (Okwumabua, 1985).

Strategy use was not related to performance outcome in these studies. During

training, however, nonelite runners in the Summers et al., (1982) study tended

to adopt a predominantly dissociative strategy (69% of runners).

In a study of novice, average, and superior marathon ruilrers, schomer

(1986) tape recorded and then coded their verbalized thought processes during

training into several associative and dissociative categoríes. Regardless of

ability, all runners verbalized more associative than dissociative thoughts during

the run. This finding also contradicts the supposition that runners of lesser

ability dissociate more during a run. It is difficult to establish, however, w.hat

effect, if any, the recording equipment had on the runners' thought tendencies.

orlick, Power, and Partington (1979) compa¡ed the fastest 5%o of marathon

runners to the slowest 5% anending a marathon clinic. The fastest runners

used more positive self-talk and task-relevant thoughts than did the slower
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runrrers. They also studied runners' training thoughts and found that 17 .5o/o of

runners used association while 83.60Á dissociated (Orlick, Pou'er, & Partington,

1 e80).

Studies examining random samples of runners have indicated a preference

for associative sffategy use by marathon runners while competing (Freischlag,

l98l; Masters & Lambert, 1989; ungerleider, Golding, Porter, & Foster, 1989),

a preference for dissociative strategy use by ultramarathoners (Acevedo,

Dzewaltowski, Gill, & Noble, 1992), and that associative strategy use \vas

found to be related to faster performances (Masters & Lambert, 1989).

In a sample of elite female distance runners (Morgan, o'connor, Sparring,

& Pate, 1987), it was found that, during racing, 55.60/o of runners used an

associative strategy,22.2% used a dissociative strategy, and22.2o/o used a

flexible mixed strategy. During training, however, 0% used an associative

strategy, 55.6% used a dissociative strategy, and 44.4Yo used a flexible mixed

strategy. A sample of elite males (Morgan, O'Connor, Ellickson, & Bradley,

1988) provided similar results. During racing, 72o/o ãssociated, 0olo dissociated,

and 28Yo used a mixed approach. While training, 21olo associated,43%o

dissociated, and 360/o adopted a mixed strategy. In a study of United States

Olyrnpic Marathon Trials contestants, Silva and Appelbaum (1989)

discriminated between sampled runners who finished in the top 50 places and

those who finished below 50th place regarding strategy use. Top 50 finishers
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used association more regularly over the entire course as compared to lower

placers; lower placers adopted a dissociative strategy early on and maintained it

throughout the race, whereas top 50 placers reported adaptively shifting

between strategies; top 50 placers engaged in more self-talk designed to push

or psych themselves through tough parts of the race; and top 50 placers tended

to monitor opponents positioning more often early in the race as opposed to

lower finishers.

While the above studies point to the use of associative strategies to

enhance performance during races, the studies involving experimental

manipulations seem to point to dissociative strategies as more efficacious

(Fillingim & Fine, 198ó; Gill & Strom, 1985; Morgan, Horstman, cymerman,

& Stokes, 1983; okwumabua, Meyers, Schleser, & cooke, l9g3; pennebaker &

Lightner, 1980). However, when one considers all the evidence leading to this

conclusion, some sense can be made of the seemingly conflicting findings.

First, two of the above studies provided external dissociative cues for subjects

to attend to but failed to instruct them on strategy use or to assess their actual

thoughts in any vvay (Fillinhim & Fine, 1986; pennebaker & Lightner, t9g0).

Second, several studies used either introductory psychology students (Fillinhim

& Fine, 1986; Pennebaker & Lightner, 1980), non-athletes from fîtness classes

(Okwumabua et al., 1983; Weinberg, Smith, Jackson, & Gould, 19g4), or

military personnel (Morgan et al., 1983) as subjects rather than elite endurance
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athletes who might have had more experience using the strategies. Further, it

is possible that the subjects in these studies were not given the opportunity to

develop their own strategy content, nor enough time to sufficiently rehearse the

strategies while running. Given the fact that Morgan and Pollock (1977) found

nonelite runners to benefit more from a dissociative strategy, it should not be

surprising to find that these subjects also found the strategies more helpful.

Third, some of the endurance activities used (i.e., tests of muscular leg

endurance) were somewhat removed from actual endurance sports (Gill &

strom, 1985; weinberg et al., l9B4). Fourth, none of the studies assessed

performance in a competitive situation. Lastly, some of the tasks measured

sheer endurance (i.e., carrying out a task until total exhaustion precluded

further engagemenr in a hypotherically infinite activity) (Gill & Strom. l9g5;

Morgan et al.. 1983; weinberg et al., l9B4), whereas typical competitive

endurance perfonnauces are measured as time to cornplete a specified task or

distance (e.g., time required to complete a mile run). In the former case, the

goal would be global; to endure regardless of pace for as long as one could,

whereas the goal in the latter would be to complete a specified task as quickly .

as possible. Given the fact that the tasks employed and subjects used in these

studies were so inconsistent, it is difficult to generalize these results to the

strategy preferences of elite middle distance runners in competition.

several tentative conclusions can be drawn from the self-report and
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experimental studies regarding strategy use. It must be remembered that the

majority of studies reviewed were non-experimental in design and that th.:se

suggestions may serve as hypotheses for future research. (l) Associative

strategies tend to be used more often by elite (successful) runners, whereas

recreational (less successful) runners more often use dissociative strategies. (2)

Runners tend to use associative strategies in competition and dissociative

strategies in training although a trend towards a flexible adaptive strategy

seems to be emerging, at least in marathon runners. (3) Associative strategies

tend to be more helpful for rvell-learned sport rerated tasks, whereas

dissociative strategies seem more effective for sport-unrelated tasks. (4)

Associative strategies may be more helpful for tasks in which time is measured

in completing a set distance (e.g., time to complete a mile race), whereas

dissociative strategies may be more beneficial for sheer endurance activities

(e.g., running on a treadmill until total exhaustion) (5) There may be a

continuum of efficacious strategy-use such that at the shorter distance events

(800-3000 m) runners may benefit most from a predominantly associative

strategy, at the longer distance events (5000 m-marathon) a mixed strategy, and

at the longest events (ultramarathon) a predominantly dissociative strategy.

Cognitive Strategies and Coping with pain

It was mentioned earlier that runners are often forced to cope with pain

when performing at an optimal level. cautela (1977) suggested that
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experimentally-induced laboratory pain met several criteria commonly reported

for clinically experienced pain, and therefore the two forms of pain could be

considered conceptually and experientially similar. Rushall (r9i9; 1984)

argued that because the pain faced by endurance athletes in competition also

satisfied Cautela's (1977) criteria for clinical pain, the results of laboratory

pain studies could be generalized to the real-life pain encountered by these

athletes. This view was supported by Scott and Gijsbers (1981) who concluded

that competitive swimmers perceived experimentally-induced pain and the pain

experienced during competition as essentially the same. The proposition that

elite endurance athletes have a highly developed ability to tolerate pain was

supported in studies with competitive swimmers who tolerated more

experimental pain than club and noncompetitive swimmers (Scott & Gijsbers,

1981), and cross-country skiiers who tolerated more experimental pain than

athletes from nonendurance disciplines (Egan, 1987).

A similar debate to the one discussed earlier regarding dissociation and

association has existed in the pain literature. Typically, in these studies,

subjects'are instructed to use one of three strategies: a sensory-monitoring

strategy, a distraction strategy, or no strategy while experiencing cold-pressor

pain. Although there is considerable support for the beneficial use of

distraction strategies in coping with laboratory pain, there is some support for

the use of sensory-monitoring (Cioffi, l99l; Cioffi & Holloway,1993). In an
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attempt to determine when each strategy was most effective, Suls and Fletcher

(1985) conducted a meta-analysis of the pain coping riterature. They

determined that while avoidant (distraction) strategies seemed to be effective

for coping with shorl-term stressors, nonavoidant (attentional) strategies

provided better results when long-term stressors were confronted. This findine

might be consistent with the supposition that experienced long distance runners

who require long hours of training over many years learn to adopt an

associative strategy, whereas the relatively inexperienced rururers used in

laboratory studies tend to take better short-term advantage of dissociative

strategies.

Other strategies for enhancing pain tolerance that have received some

support include concentrating on aspects of task performance (Williams &

Kinney, 1991), and repeating task-motivational instructions (Girodo & wood,

1979) while being subjected to experimental pain. If experimentally induced-

pain is in fact analogous to the pain experienced while participating in

endurance competitions, then these results may carry important implications for

the design of performance strategies for endurance athletes.

Self-Talk and Endurance Performance

As mentioned earlier, it is the author's contention that Morgan and

Pollock's (1977) definition of an associative strategy included the use of self-

talk that was related to the task of competing in a race. Thus. race-related self-
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talk can be an associative strategy that runners may develop and use to e¡hance

their endurance perfonnance. This view concurs with that of Rushall (1979)

who identified three categories of self-talk that can be readily adapted to the

sport of distance running. The first is "task-relevant" self-talk involving cues

that focus on efficient running form, race strategy, monitoring position in a

race, and monitoring bodily feelings during a race. Some examples include:

"chest up, hips out, body angle, loose shoulders, run tall and easy, monitor

opponents, maintain good position, monitor breathing, adjust pace to feelings".

The second are "mood" thoughts or self-talk that the runner uses to create

whatever form of emotional arousal requíred for the different stages of the race.

For example, early in the race the runner may say, "celtter, relax, meat

hanging off the bones, 90Yo, gazelle"; while later in the race the runner might

say, "stay alert, explode, drive, do it, let's go, and push it". The third form of

self+alk is posìtive self-statements. They can be used to encourage runners to

maintain their level of effort, cope with negative thoughts, and reward

themselves for achieving their pre-established race segment goals. Some

examples include: "I've trained hard and am ready to perform up to my

potential, My training has prepared me for the pain, My body can handle this

pace, I'm not going to wimp-out, I'm going to feel worse later if I give in now,

Way to go, I hit that last split right on and feel great".

Rushall and his associates have conducted an impressive body of research
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utilizing several categories of self-talk with elite athletes in a variety of

endurance sports including running, su,imming, rowing, and cross-country

skiing (Rushall, 1989). Several studies compared the relative efficacy of task-

specifìc, voluntary distraction, and unaided (control) strategies in facilitating

endurance training performances (Chorkawy, 1982; Ford, l9g2; Selkirk, l9g0).

Selkirk (1980) had2l endurance runners from a track club participate in

four, once-per-week treadmill runs while using one of four cognitive strategies:

task-specific, voluntary distraction, imagery manipulation, and unaided control.

The task involved length of tirne they could perform at a pre-determined

constant pace. Results indicated that, although no specifrc strategy was

statistically more effective, 19 of the 2l runners ran longer while using a

planned strateg)'. However, more best performances occurred while using the

task specific strategy (Selkirk, 1980). one potential confound of this design

was the possibility that the runners improved physiologically over the four

weeks, which might have obscured any specific treatment effects.

Two srudies using competitive swimmers (chorkawy, 1982; Ford, r9g2)

compared the performance enlancing effects of the same strategies as above,

except for the imagery manipulation, on three 400 m sr,ç'ims in an alternating

treatments design. In four of six subjects tatiing part in these studies, obvions

performance improvements of up to 15oz'o were evidenced when task-specific

strategies were used (Rushall, 198,1).
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The performance enhalrcing qualities of the tlrree individual fonns of self-

talk (i.e', task-specific, mood words, and positive self-statements) that Rushall

(1979) advocated, have been demonstrated empirically using competitive

rowers (Rushall, 1984; 1989), cross-country skiers (Rushall, Hall, Roux,

Sasseville, & Rushall, 1988), and swimmers (Rushall & Shewchuk, 19g9) in

training situations.

Rushall (1984) presented data comparing the perfonnances of five

nationally ranked oârspersons while using task-specific or norïnal self-talk on a

long-duration rowing ergometer task. In all subjects, the technique thoughts

elevated perforrnance, whereas the failure to concentrate on technique produced

performance decrements (Rushall, 1984). Repetition training times in 17 of 1g

cross-coulrtry skiers were also improved, by an average of 3.g5o/o, while using

task-relevant self-talk as compared to normar thinking (Rushall et al., lggg).

Rushall and Shewchuk (1989) measured the effects of task-specific thoughts in

two experiments with six competitive swimmers. In the first experiment, while

using technique as compared to normal thoughts, all subjects decreased their

400m interval swim times, with an average improvement of 3.09%. In the

second experiment, five of six subjects improved their l00m interval swim

times, by an average or2.50o/o, while using technique as opposed to normal

thoughts (Rushall & Shewchuk, 1989).

Performance related positive self-statements have similarly improved
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training performances. Five of the six elite rowers melìtioned earlier (Rushall,

1984) improved their ergometer performance while using positive self-

statements when compared to normal thinking. These improvements rangec

from 0.3 to 4.8Yo. Cross-country ski training under a positive self-statement

condition was improved by an average of 3.20% in 17 of 1g subjects, over the

normal thinking control condition (Rushall et al., 198S). Training performance

improvements have also been reported in 4 of 6 (average l.3g%) and 6 of 6

(average 2.13%) competitive swimmers while using positive self-statements in

separate experiments (Rushall & Shewchuk, 1989).

Performance mood words have also been used effectively to enhance the

training performance of rowers (Rushall, 1984), cross-country skiers (ló of lg,

average 3.60%) (Rushall et al., 1988), and swimmers (6 of ó, averages 3.09%

and2.30o/o in two experiments) (Rushall & Shewchuk, l9g9). The cumulative

findings presented here point tor+'ard relatively consistent performance

enhancements that can be attributed to the use of prepared and rehearsed

thought content instructions.

Sinele-subject Research of Self-Talk Strategies During competition

Instant performance improvements of the magnitudes (i.e., up to 3%)

repofted by Rushall & Shewchuk (i989) and Rushall et al., (l9gg), would not

normally be expected in endurance athletes without intense physical training.

In competitions rvhereby mere seconds can make the difference between
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wiutting, placing, or losing, these improvements would have social validity and

satisfy a therapeutic or performance criterion. It must be remembered,

however, that the reviewed performance enhancements have occurred in

training situations and not competitive ones. In fact, no experimental research

has been conducted in a competitive situation specifically using Rushall's self-

talk package. indeed, although several authors (e.g., Bryan, 1987; Greenspan

& Feltz,1989; Wollman, 1986) have called for applied single-subje* research

in competitive settings, it has been relatively rare.

several problems associated with the use of group designs in applied

sport psychology research may be alleviated by the judicious use of single-

subject designs (Bryan, 1987; Zaichkowsky, 1980). The necessity of a no-

treatment control group, potentially unethical and usually undesirable to

coaches and athletes, is eliminated when using the single-subject design. In

addition, the practice of statistically comparing group means to evaluate

treatment effects may be misrepresentative because it ignores the intervention's

impact on the individual. often, in group research, some subjects improve

while others deteriorate leaving the net impression that nothing practically

important occurred. The single-subject design, conversely, pays careful

attention to the individual such that practically significant changes in

performance can be closely monitored (Bryan, 1987; Zaichlcowsky, 1980).

Although Rushall admirably chose to use a single-subject methodology in
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assessing the effects of self-talk ort training performance, his decision to select

an alternating treatments design may be open for debate. In an alternating

treatments design, the athletes are not blind to the experimental conditions. In

fact, tremendous onus is placed on the ath¡ete to use the appropriate thought

content in each condition. Two not entirely inconceivable possibilities are: (l)

once a learned strategy seems helpful, it is doubtful that the athlete would

willingly switch, or even be entirely capable of switching back to a less

effective one; and (2) bV knowing the hypothesis of the study, the athlete could

consciously or unconsciously alter effort to confirm the expected result. To

enhance experimental control, it may be possible to alter the previously used

methodology in such a way that the potential confounds are better controlled

for. This practice might then bring forth converging confirming evidence or,

alternatively, bring the previous results into question. A multiple-baseline-

across-subjects design, if inter-subject information exchange were minimized,

would keep control subjects blind to the treatment strategy and cont¡ol for

potential expectancy effects. In addition, once learned, the subjects would not

have to revert back to a presumably less-effective strategy.

Clearly, one may anticipate several methodological considerations in

conducting an applied study of selftalk strategies with runners during

competition using a single-subject design. For one, it is unknown whether or

not runners can be matched closely enough to control for the effects of
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physiological irnprovements in perfonnance which will surely occur- Secondly,

one can not insure that all runners will stay healthy for the entire duration of a

study requiring many weeks of observation. Thirdl-v, it remains to be

determined to what extent elite athletes are already using associative self¡alk

informally, and how open they will be to a change in their normal routine.

Finally, it may be difficult to observe a stable baseline in an activity that can

be influenced by a multitude of heretofore unspecified factors. It was a major

goal of the current research, then, to identify any unexpected confounds such

that they may be controlled for in future studies.

Statement of the Problem

The performance enhancing benefìts of Rushall's (1979) three types of

self-talk have been demonstrated individuall¡, in a variety of endurance

training exercises. However, no controlled study to date has measured their

combined effects, as part of an administered self-talk package, on endurance

performance in a competitive situation. The objectives of this research were to:

(1) investigate Rushall's (1979) recommendation that task-relevant, mood, and

positive self-talk used as a treatment package will facilitate improved

performance over that of using a normal unplanned, unrehearsed strategJ-; e)

conduct an applied study using elite athletes in a competitive situation and

contribute to the literature in this area by using a single-subject design and

standardized, replicable treatment protocol; and (3) explore methodological
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issues inherent in conducting applied single subject research during

competitions with national-level runners, and to provide suggestions to improve

future research in this relatively unexplored domain.

It was hypothesized that self+alk runners, as compared to individually

matched yoked-control runners, would: (l) reduce their race performance times

while using the self-talk package; (2) after their race, on self-talk and

psychological skills questionnaires, report a greater frequency and inte¡sity of

associative self-talk and efflrcacious skill use (i.e.,concentration, association,

refocusing, positive self-talk, relaxation, etc.); (3) perceive their perfonnances

as having requíred less effort; and (4) after their race, report less pain

experienced during the race.

Merhod

Subjects and Design

Six adult male elite middle distance runners (800m -3000m) from a rrack

club setting who had no experience with prepared self-talk strategies were

recruited for the study. A coach was approached to identify athletes who could

most benefit from the intervention and who had a competitive schedule from

January l5 to March 12, 1994. During the period of data collection, all

runners had the opportunity to enter races in six different track meets. In

addition, any runner who achieved standard qualifying times had the

opportunity to run in the Canada west university Athletic Association
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(CWUAA) and Canadian Iutercollegiate Athletic Union (CIAU) championships,

which were held in Winnipeg and Edmonton, respectively.

Although six runners were observed, initially only three were selected to

devise and use the self+alk package. The other three were monitored for

comparison purposes, to obsen'e whether the intervention was more effective

than the physiological improvements accrued from normal training alone.

Since the effectiveness of the selÊtalk package had not been empirically

demonstrated in a competition setting, the experimenter was not withholding a

proven treatment frorn the control runners. Prior to the study, all runners were

informed that if they were not selected to learn the strategy during the study,

they would have the opportunity to do so upon it's completion. In order to

enhance experimental control, pairs of runners were matched, by the coach, as

closely as possible in terms of previous performance times. One runner from

each pair was assigrred to the self-talk treatment package.

In a multiple-baseline design across subjects, the th¡ee self-talk athletes

were to be taught the self-talk treatment package one at a time in succession.

However, unforeseen circumstances led to the withd¡awal of two of the ru¡rners

who could not be replaced. The two runners, who happened to belong to the

same matched pair, were injured in separate incidents effectively ending their

competitive seasons. This occurrence altered the experimental design to a

matched subject A-B design with replication. That is, one runner from each of
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the two retnairring rnatched pairs was taught to use the self-talk strategy while

the other runner was monitored for comparison purposes. Due to the applied

nature of this research, some experimental control was sacrificed. Specifically,

due to the fact that the matched runners specialized at different race distances.

it was impossible to have them run in the same races. In addition, there were

occasions when certain runners ran more than one race during a given meet

while on some occasions certain runners were given a rest and did not compete

at all. Furthermore, not all races were herd in the same facility.

Prior to the collection of baseline data, all runners were given an

introduction to the study, gave their informed consent to participate in the

study, and completed pre-studv self-talk and psychological skills questionnaires.

Procedure

To administer the self-talk package, the consultant met with each athlete

individually for two two-hour sessions and then once per week to check on

progress or to advise on specific areas of concern. The athletes were expected

to spend additional time preparing and implementing the strategy such that it

would be viable during actual competition. It has been recommended that

without sufficient time for rehearsal, mere exposure to the self+alk procedure is

ineffective. In addition, self-talk may initially be distracting (i.e., performance

may decline) until it is practiced and learned.

During the first session, the athlete was introduced to self-talk a¡rd
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presented with examples of how it ltas been used to improve performance in

running and other sports. The athlete, with the aid of the consultant, then

segmented his race and determined the various task demands for each segment.

Rushall (1979) recommended that segmenting a race into specific phases would

make self-talk easier to or-sanize, remember, and use effectively. For example,

a runner may segment a l500rn race into four phases: the first 300m, the

second 400m, the third 400m, and the final 400rn. The task demands are

different for each segment of a race and the strategy should be designed to

refl ect these differences.

The self-talk package. (i) Task-relevant self-talk: this form of self-talk

involves cues lvhich focus on efficient running fonra, race strategy, monitoring

position, and monitoring bodily feelings. The runner devised his own

technique thoughts based on the results of the task analysis done for each

segment of the race. (2) Mood thoughts: this type of self-talk is used ro create

whatever form of emotional arousal is necessary during different segments of a

performance. For example, early in a race mood thoughts may be used to

maintain proper running pace and to relax the non-running muscles of the

body. Later in the race, it can be used to stay alert, cope with pain, and kick

for the finish line. (3) Positive self-statements: the fïnal form of self+alk is

used by the runner to maintain confidence and effort, cope with negative

thoughts, and rervard himself for achieving segment goals. It can be used prior
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to and during the race.

once the segment-by-segment task analysis was completed, the athlete

devised a personalized self-talk strategy, including the three forms of self-talk,

to be used in each segment. Next, the athlete attempted a timed role rehearsal

of the strategy. That is, the consultant asked the runner to read the self-talk

strategy aloud to observe whether it matched the time requirements of the race

and to help the athlete make adjustments if needed. Finally, the runner

performed several, timed, role rehearsals on his or her own until the strategy

matched the time requirements of the race and was learned for use in the

second session. For this task, the athlete was encouraged to learn the strategy

as quicklv as possible, either by learning one segment at a time or the entire

strategy, whichever seemed easier. The athletes were given materials

describing how' to identify and construct a competition self-talk strategy

(Coaching Association of Canada, l98l) (see Appendix 3).

At the second session, the athlete first attempted a timed, role rehearsal of

the race strategy without referring to the cue cards or any prompting. when

the athlete recited the entire self-talk strateg,y, he then practiced the strategy on

the track without prompting in several actual segment-by-segment run throughs.

Since the runner would be racing in a few days, it was not possible for him to

rehearse the strategy at race pace. Rather, he was asked to practice using the

strategy while running at a brisk training pace and to simply recycle his self-
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talk when it was completed for that particular segment. Lastly, the athlete was

encouraged to continue using the strategy in preparation for and during the

upcoming races. During sessions one and two both the experimenter and

runner filled out procedural reliability checklists to ensure a standard treatment

administration across subjects (see Appendix 4).

Post-Race Measures

Since the runners ran in races of different distances, the race times as

recorded by the meet officials were converted to a standardized point system

(Gardner & Purdy, 1970) (see Appendix 5) for comparison. In addition,

following each race the runners completed two post-race questionnaires (see

Appendix 6) to assess the content of their self-talk during the race, to

determine how well they thought the strategy worked, to assess effort

perception and pain experienced during the race, and to assess whether

psychological skills benefits were experienced.

Post-Studv Evaluation

After the study, the runners completed a post-srudy questionnaire (see

Appendix 7) which assessed their views of the study, the effectiveness of the

self-talk package, and about their individual preferences regarding strategy use.

Results

Matched Runner Perfonnance Comparisons

Race perfonnance points, across races and weeks, for runners
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Table I

Race Performance Points for Self-Talk and Control Runners

Weeks

+

R3

Runners

STR.I

CR-I

762 752

o/J

Baseline

750 780

740 665

79t 698

658

Treatment

755 765

713 625

Weeks

R4 R9 RtO Rl l

Runners

STR-2

cR-2

849 835

819 807

790 830

752 783

832

812

Treaünent

838 805

775 778

833 830
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TabIe

Avera

2

es of De ndent Measures Across Ex rimental Phases

Subject & Measure Pre P¡ qal ì na Tro:i-mon l-

STR-1
Performance points
Associative SeÌf-Talk
Psychological Skil_ls
r€€ar¡

Pain

Performance points
Associative Self-Talk
Psychological_ Ski1ls
ts:T1ôrr
Pain

STR_2
Performance points
Associative Self-TaLk
Psychological Skill_s
Effort
Haan

uÌ1-z
Performance points
Associative Self-Talk
Psychological SkilIs
Effort
Pain

76.003
4s. 00

65.00?
43.00

755.50
92.502
¿ q qô

3.50
? qn

684.00
18 .152
45.75

2 .00
¿ qn

821 .20
11 -402
53.20
3.20

7 94 .60
88.009
52 .40

I I tl

't 60.00
90.00r

¿ qn
I l¡ |

669.00
l¡. é .

¿¡. o.

¡¡. q -

¿¡. a -

Qta an
100.00?

65. 60

776.50
75. 00%
43.00

, qrì
)^^

?5.00?
44.00

75.00å
47.00

noE,es Maximum Psychological Skitls score = 75.00.Larger Effort scores indicate J_ess perceived effort.Larger Pain scores indicate less peiceived pain.n.a. indicates missing treatment þhase data for CR-1.
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participating in the study can be viewed in Table 1. Missing data indicate

instances when a runner did not participate in a race at a time comparable to

when the other runner in his matched pair did compete.

Average changes in performance and self-report measures for each

experimental phase were calculated for each subject and can be seen in Table

2.

A comparison of the race performance points for the first matched pair

of experimental (STR-I) and control (cR-l) runners is depicted in figure l.

After a gradually improving baseline, the intervention was provided to STR-l

following a decline in perfonnance. Following treatment, the performance of

STR-l improved over his last baseline race but did not approach his previous

best performance. His average performance during treatment was 4.5

performance point's larger than his average baseline performance and appeared

to be progressing in a positive direction. This was based on only two treatment

observations, however. The intervention may have had a net effect of

stabilizing the previously inconsistent perfonnances achieved during the

baseline phase. It can be observed that the performance of cR-l was

inconsistent throughout the baseline and treatment periods.

Figure 2 presents the performance data for the second pair of runners

STR-2 and CR-2. Visual inspection reveals that performance was relatively

stable for both runners during two of the last three data points during baseline.
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Fiqure 1. A comparison of race performance points,
across races, for control runner 1 (CR-1) and self-tatk
runner f (STR-I), matched on previous performance.
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Intervention was introduced upon the stabilization in performance.

There was no noticeable effect of treatment on STR-2's race performance.

Performance during four of the fîve races following intervention was very

similar to two of the fÏnal three baseline data points. While STR-2 experienced

treatment, the performance of CR-2 declined in comparison to his baseline

performance. It is important to note that although the criterion performance

measure of this study was performance points based on race times, STR-2's

personal criterion changed during the study. prior to race 9 he was most

concerned witll achieving fast times, however, after qualifying for the Western

Canadian (CWUAA) and Canadian (CIAU) championships his main concern

became placing well in his races regardless of improving his previous best

times. If placing can be considered as a form of changing criterion, one might

consider that he was able to finish third in the Manitoba Indoor Games 1500 m

championship while battling an asthma problem, win his leg of a 4 x g00 m

relay in which his team w'on the CIAU championship, and place fourth in the

CIAU 1000 m championship after previously achieving onll' the eleventh best

qualifying time.

Post-Race Comparisons of In-Race Associative Self-talk

It can be observed in figures 3 and 4 that the elite runners in this sarnple

do report using high levels of associative self-talk, albeit inconsistently. No

observable treafment effect was observed for STR-1. In fact, his average
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Fiqure 3. A percentage comparison of self-reported
associative self-talk, across races, for control runner I
(CR-f ) and self-talk runner 1 (STR-f ).
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percentage of associative self-talk actually decreased slightly during the

intervention phase. Unfortunately, comparable data was unavailable for CR-2

during the intervention phase.

Figure 4 demonstrates the large effect that the intervention had on tlìe

reported self-talk of STR-2. In relation to STR-2, the reported self-talk of CR-

2 remained quite inconsistent.

The runners reported mental toughness or psychological skill is presented

in figures 5 and 6. A¡ immediate treatment effect was not reported by STR-1,

although he did exhibit a positive trend and slight average improvement during

the treatment phase. srR-2 demonstrated an inconsistent but general

improvement in his reported abilit¡, to exercise covert control over his

performance. CR-2 displayed a decrease in his self-reported psychological skill

use.

The effort that was perceived to be required to run one's best is depicted

in figures 7 and 8. Although both STR-I and srR-2 reported an average

decrease in their effort perception during the experimental phase, the effects are

clearly inconsistent and, in fact, STR-i begins to show a reverse trend toward

greater perceived effort. It does appear that CR-2 generally perceived his races

as having required more effort than STR-2.

The intervention had no demonstrable effects on the level of perceived
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pain experienced by the runners during their races as can be seen in fîgures 9

a¡rd 10.

Social Validation and Post-Studv Ouestionnaire

upon the completion of each race during the treatment phase and

following the study, both STR-1 and srR-2 were asked to indicate how

effective each of the three forms of self-talk were in determining their

performance. On a 5-point Likert-type scale ranging from not effective to very

effective, STR-1's ratings of the effectiveness of the self-talk package were

quite low initially. In his first treatment phase race, he indicated that his task-

relevant self-talk and mood thoughts were not effective, though his positive

self-statements were somewhat effective. In freatment race 2, however, he

rated all three forms of prepared self-talk as effective in determining his

performance. Following the study, STR-1 reported that- while his prepared

task-relevant self-talk was effective, his prepared mood thoughts and positive

self-statements were only somewhat effective in determining his performance

during the course of the study. STR-2, on the other hand, reported that his

prepared task-relevant self¡alk was somewhat effective the first time he used

it. For the rest of his races, he indicated that it was effective. He reported that

his prepared mood thoughts were very effective for his first race, though he

downgraded his responses to effective for the rest of his races. His prepared

positive self-statements ranged from effective to very effective during tlie
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treatment phase. Following the study, STR-2 indicated that all three fonns of

prepared self+alk were effective in determining his perfonnance during the

course of the study.

Both experimental runners were asked to indicate how well they were

able to learn and use their self-talk strategy during the study. srR-l, on a 5-

point scale ranging from not very well to average to very well, indicated only

an average ability to do so. srR-2, on the other hand, reported an above

average ability to learn and use the strategy. In terms of preference for one

type of self-talk over the others, STR-1 preferred using task-relevant self-talk

whereas STR-2 preferred using positive self-statements while racing. Both

runners indicated a willingness to use a prepared self-talk competition strategy

in the future. when asked what seemed difficult about participating in the

study, both runners indicated feeling some pressure in having to plan and learn

each race strategy within a one-week time frame as required by the design of

the study. More time would have been appreciated in practicing the strategv

prior to using it in competitions. Other suggestions included devoting more

time to solving the problem of distractions and unexpected developments

during a race. Both runners indicated that running a race constitutes an open

as opposed to a closed sporting activity. Although the athlete was instructed to

plan for distractors, perhaps too much time was spent preparing as if running a

race was a closed sporting event. As a final point to this possibility, STR-l
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reflected upon the fact that the model for preparing the self-talk strategy used

in this study came from the sport of swimming, which is a closed sport. He

recommended changes to the treatment protocol that would make it more

practical to the sport of running. He went so far as to suggest developing a

sport psycholog-v specific to the sport of running. He also suggested that sport

psychology be tailored to the individual athlete and that standard packaged

approaches (which are required in evaluating research) may not be effective for

all athletes.

Discussion

This study attempted to evaluate the effects of a sport psychology

interventiott on competitive performance using a single-subject research design.

In order to ensure procedural reliability, a replicable treatment protocol was

outlined in checklist form. To our knowledge, this is a relatively unique

contribution to sport intervention research. Not entirely unexpectedly

however, several methodological limitations hampered the evaluation of this

treatrnent package. The most damaging occurrence was the loss of the first

matched pair of runners due to injury. Without a pool of additional runners to

supplement the srudy, the multiple baseline design was no longer available.

This reduced the ability to infer causation in this study. Future studies should

ensure that additional baseline runners be matched and available to replace

injured athletes. Note that it would not be enough to simply start monitoring
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tlìe standby athletes after the point of injury Should the injury occur late in

the season, crucial baseline data would not be available for the replacements.

The fact that the self-talk runners were matched with control mnners

permitted at least some degree of control for physiological improvements.

However, it may be argued that, while the runners were matched as carefully

as possible, the resultant pairings were less than ideal. Nevertheless, to the

extent that the two control runners and two experimental runners exhibited

similar trends to each other, this may indicate that some reliable relationship

occurred. Specifically, the trend that the control runners exhibited was

performance inconsistency and eventuallv a performance slump, whereas the

experimental runners' performances were more consistent following treatment

in comparison to the control runners. The intervention may have had the effect

of warding off or helping the experimental runners recover from an otherwise

normal performance slump that was apparently experienced by the control

runners in this study. A more definitive answer to this possibility would

require an extended charting of the normal cyclic variations in the

performances of elite runners. once a predicted trough in performance

occurred, one could apply an intervention to determine wheiher or not such an

instant recovery effect is possible (Taylor, 1988).

Related to the above point is the importance of a stable baseline in

evaluating treatment effects. The ability to observe a consistency in baseline
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measures appears to be unlikely in this form of research due to natural

improvements in performance from physical training, and the random nature of

self-talk when it is unplanned. For instances in which the sport performance

being examined is known to be unstable, Bryan (19g7) cites Sidman (19ó0) in

recommending that the focus of the intervention should be the variability itself.

In this study, the experimental runners'performance during the treatment phase

was observed to become more consistent. With elite athletes who may be

already displaying performances close to their maximum potential, perhaps an

increased consistency of perforrnance is more likely than large perfonnance

improvements.

Another potential factor in evaluating treatment effects is the degree to

which elite athletes are already using mental techniques like associative self-

talk on an informal basis. This clea¡ly seemed to be the case in this sample.

Although quite inconsistently, it was not uncommon for runners to indicate the

use of L00% associative self-talk, even dwing the baseline phase. Future

studies should pre-assess the level of associative self-talk that athletes normallv

use in competition to account for any such ceiling effect.

It was important to assess subjects' covert race behavior in some fashion

in order to determine what was already occurring and whether or not the

prescribed treatment was being followed (wollman, l9g6). A self-talk

questionnaire was used within the constraints of the current studv. Ax
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altemative method to reconstruct covert behavior during a race would be the

use of video-enhanced recall as recommended by Cohn, Rotella, and Lloyd

(1990). showing the runner a video of his race may help him to recall

precisely what he was thinking about duríng the race. If it can be assumed

that the self-reports in this study were accurate, then large improvements in

self-talk may not be expected for this population.

A third important consideration in interpreting the results of this research

is the extent to which athletes were consistently motivated to achieve a high

level of perfonnance throughout the course of the competitive season. In the

present study, runners were, in the early part of the season, competing with the

common goal of establishing a sufficiently fast time to qualify for important

competitions at the end of the season. As the season progressed, srR-2

qualified for the most important competitions while STR-l began to realize that

he would not. This reality may have created tremendous differences in the

motivation levels of the two athletes to perform at increasingly high levels for

the balance of the season. These differences in motivation may have also

impacted on their willingness to apply themselves in utilizing the self-talk

package. Bull (1991) reported that athletes who were continuing to progress

toward a sport goal had a greater likelihood of adhering ro their mental skills

training progr¿un. STR-1, who did not qualify for the national championships,

did indicate only an average ability to learn and use the self-talk package,
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while srR-2, who did qualify, indicated an above average ability to do so.

This might also account for the differences between the two athletes reported

associative self-talk and psychological skills. STR-l reported inconsistent

ratings with considerable overlap, on both measures, throughout the study,

while STR-2 demonstrated clear improvements in his use of associative self-

talk and a generally improving trend in his psychological skills usage. Further

support for this possible explanation came from the experimental runners'

ratings of the effectiveness of the intervention and their general impressions of

the study. STR-l reported only inconsistent ratings of effectiveness and that

the package may not have been adequately tailored to the sport of running.

STR-2, on the other hand, indicated that the package rvas effective and more

generally endorsed the package.

Another motivational consideration is that STR-2's performance criterion

seemed to change during the course of the study. Earl5, in the study during the

baseline period, he was committed toward achieving qualifying times. Later in

the study during the treatment phase, he became more concerned with placing

well in the important races regardless of the time achieved. There are

occasions when time and placing do not go hand in hand. Particularly in

championship races, runners have been known to rely more on strategy and

tactics than pure speed. Thus runners are willing to sacrifice fast finishing

times providing they are in a position to place well in the race. This changing
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personal criterion was not anticipated at the outset of the study. Thus, although

his performance times and points declined somewhat, srR-2 and his coach

indicated that they were extremely pleased with his progress and the placings

he was able to achieve while using the planned associative self-talk strategy. A

potential remedy for future research may be to enlist as an additional dependent

measure the athlete's national ranking or record of placing in important races.

The athlete's race times could be compared to other times in the national

rankings and his performance could be charted in terms of ranking. With this

infonnation, more precise determinations of performance improvements and

treatment effects lnight be possible.

A number of other unanticipated logistical problems became known

during the course of the study. These included the researcher's inability to

choose what races athletes would run in and on what weekends the athletes

would compete. This created a further dilemma in that the experimenter had

no guarantee that the pairs of matched athletes would run in the same races

each week. In fact, this was rarely the case. This led the experimenter on a

somewhat frantic search to obtain an alternate means of comparing the matched

athletes' performances. Fortunately, the coach was aware of a performance

point system that was based on a statistically generated performance curye.

Unfortunately, since no knor+n research has been done using the system, little

is known about it's precision other than it was derived on a statisticallv sound
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basis. It appeared to be the best means available to compare the athletes given

the circumstances. It must again be mentioned that none of these developments

could have been anticipated due to the fact that the paucity of applied research

in this particular setting gave no forewarning of these potential problems.

A related ethical concern was that of becoming too intrusive on the

coach's and runners' normal routine. Since none of the above problems were

anticipated prior to the study, they were not addressed in the initial proposal to

the coach. Therefore, the initial contract that was set between the experimenter

and coach included no mention of makiug mutual decisions as to choosing the

runners' competition schedules. Future research should consider the possibility

that the experimenter be allowed to collaborate or negotiate with the coach in

matching the athletes and ensuring that the athletes would run in the sarne

races during the same weekends.

A f,rnal consideration that became evident during the study was that the

nature of an athlete's competitive season takes him or her to different track

meets which take place on different types of track surfaces. STR-2 and his

coach offered a potential explanation for why he improved from an eleventh

place CIAU ranking to a fourth place finish, while actually running a slower

time. In addition to the point they made ea¡lier about a concern for better

placing at the expense of better times, they also indicated that the track surface

on which the CIAU 1000 m final was held generally yields slower times than
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the track on which he set his eleventh place qualifuing tirne. The coach

reported that all of his athletes, including those not recruited for this study,

achieved times that were slower than their qualifying times, even though a fer¡,

of them won national titles in their respective events. Although ofäcial results

for all competitors were not available, this appeared to be another confound in

adequately evaluating the intervention. Future research should take this

potential problem into account by recording performance times for as many

athletes as possible, on different track surfaces, such that conversion factors

may be cotnputed. Standard conversions could be applied on occasions when

an athlete was running on different track surfaces. This practice might allow

for more precise performance comparisons and subsequent interventjon

evaluation.

Two other dependent measures, ratings of perceived effort and pain, were

obtained in this investigation. While both experímental n¡nners tended to

report less perceived effort when using their planned self-talk strategies, their

ratings of pain experienced while racing did not change. It was believed that

the athletes would experience less pain while using the prepared self-talk

strategy. Perhaps a more careful questioning regarding this factor was

required. The runners were asked to indicate how much pain they experienced

during the race. Perhaps the question should have been worded to inquire how

much pain they could tolerate during the race. In theory, the self-talk strategy
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should allow them to tolerate more pain than usual. This rnight also imply,

however, that there was more pain to tolerate. Therefore, future researchers

might consider inquiring into both of these dimensions in order to determine if

such an interrelated process is occurring. Similarly, perhaps a more detailed

and researched measure of perceived effort, such as the Borg Perceived

Exertion Scale, may have yielded more substantial findings. These changes

should be incorporated into the designs of future studies.

Summary

The main goal of this research was to conduct a single-subject

investigatiou of Rushall's recommendation that a planned associative self-talk

intervention package,¡'ould facilitate improved competitive endurance

perfonnance. Results revealed that the performances of both self-talk runners

became more consistent during the intervention phase when compared to that

of the control runners. The reported use of associative self-talk and

psychological skills differed between the two experimental runners, however.

STR-2 reported a substantial increase in his use of associative self-talk, and a

generally increasing trend in psychological skill use, while using the self-talk

strategy. STR-1, ho\,r,ever, indicated no real improvements on these

dimensions. A potential explanation for this discrepancy was identified from

the athletes' post-study questionnaire responses. STR-2 indicated an above

average ability to learn and use the self-talk package, while STR-l reported
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only an average ability to do so. In addition, srR-2 found the self-talk

package generally effective, whereas STR-l gave inconsistent ratings of

effectiveness and reported that the package may not have been adequately

tailored to the sport of running. Lastly, arthough both self-talk runners

generally indicated that their performances required less effort while using the

self+alk strategy, there were no such observable trends in the pain they

experienced while racing.

A second objective of this exploratory investigation was to document

methodological issues inherent in conducting applied single-subject research in

this cornpetitive setting. Problerns for such research include: (l) Insuring that

enough athletes a¡e available to participate in the event of injury; (2)

Adequately matching the runners on the behaviors being examined; (3) The

ability' to observe consistency in baseline measures due to the impact of

extraneous factors; (4) Assessing the degree to which elite athletes are already

using mental techniques like associative self-talk on an informal basis; (5)

Devising a strategy for veridically assessing subjects' covert race behavior; (6)

Insuring consistent motivation between runners or taking into account any

differences in motivation to perform at consistently high levels; (7) The degree

to which athletes are willing to apply themselves in learning and utilizing a

mental training program; (8) Accounting for unexpected changes in individual

performance criteria throughout the course of a study; (9) Insuring alr
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assessment of the social validity of an intervention program from both the

athletes' and coaches' perspective; (10) The degree of experimenter-coach

collaboration possible in planning the runners'competitive schedules; (ll)

Devising and validating a standardized system for comparing the performances

of runners who perform at different race distances; (12) Remaining ethically

responsible in decisions regarding intrusion on an athletes normal routine; and

(13) Devising conversion factors for standardizing performances that take place

on different tracks and different types of track surfaces.

A great deal of new infonnation pertaining to these issues was generated.

Supplemented by the knowledge garnered from this study, future researchers

may be able to carefully design studies that better control for the confounds

illuminated herein.
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A SELF-TALK PACKAGE FOR II\ÍPROVIF.IG RUI{NING
PERFORMANCE

I. AN INTRODUCTION TO POSITIVE SELF-TALK

It has been a common conception that peak performance in sport is
achieved when athletes are seemingly in a "thought-free" state. That is, the
performance is somehow governed by whether or not the athlete can achieve
such an ideal perfornance state on any given day. Although such unconscious
or automatic performances can occur to different extents depending on an
athlete's inherent capacity, the reliance on such a tenuous and random process
seems inefficient at best. The far more common occunence is that athletes do
think before, during, and after performing, and that these thoughts do influence
their self-concept, self-confidence, and perfrormance. It is also believed that the
nature of performance-related thoughts directly influence how successful an
athlete will be in achieving competition goals. That is, athletes in competition
should perform up to their physical potentials more frequently when they think
positive, task-oriented thoughts. on the other hand, athletes whose task-
oriented focus is disrupted by negative thoughts and worries about factors over
which they have no control, typically perform sub-optimally.

when we think to ourselves, we typically think in words, images, or some
combination of the two. Whenever we think to ourselves with words, we are
in a sense talking to ourselves. Conceiving of these thoughts as self-talk makes
it much easier to bring seemingly unconscious processes under direct cognitive
control. That is, rather than leaving our thoughts and feelings to chance, we
should be able pre-plan what we would like ourselves to think before or during
any performance in order to insure that we will feel and perform at our best.
By developing our own self-talk strategy and practicing it prior to competing,
we can maximize our cltances of staying relaxed and confident, focusing on our
task, refocusing if we become disffacted, and coping with the pain that we
invariably face when racing.

Running is a demanding sport because it requires extreme dedication to
training and maximal effort bordering on exhaustion in competition. A unique
feature that it shares with other endurance sports like swimming, cross-country
skiing, cycling, speed-skating, and rowing is that it demands a continuous effort
without pauses to physically or mentally recover. That is, during a race
runners are continuously monitoring their pace, running form, feelings,
competitors, and strategy. In addition, they have to cope with pain to sustain
their pace and do their best. These tasks demand a tremendous amount of
concentration and awareness. It is not surprising that optimal performance in
such an activity is largely influenced by one's ability to stay relaxed, focused,
and positive in the face of such demands. By preparing, rehearsing, and using
a self-talk strategy in competition, runners may increase their ability to
successfully deal with all the demands of racing and consistentlv perform up to



their capabilities.

II. A SELE-TALK PACKAGE FOR RLINNERS

Positive self-talk has been shor¡'n to improve the performance of runners,
cross-country skiers, and swimmers in the laboratory, during training, and
during actual competitions. Although self-talk can also help us to learn new
skills and correct bad habits, during competition it can help us to focus on
proper running technique, increase our intensity and effort, remain confident,
and cope with pain. It has been observed that by segmenting a race into
specific phases, self-talk is easier to organize, remember, and use effectively.
For example, one might segment a 1500 m race into four phases: the first 300
m, the second 400 m, the third 400 m, and the final 400 m. The task demands
are different for each segment of a race and the self-talk should be designed to
reflect these differences.

There are three specific types of self-talk which have been used effectively
by swimmers and cross-country skiers to improve performance.

1. Task-relevanr self+alk.
This fonn of self-talk involves cues which focus on effîcient running

form, race strategy, monitoring your position, and monitoring your bodily
feelings. Although individual athletes should devise their own technique
thoughts, some examples include: "form, foot strike, pop off, stay horizontal,
chest up, hips out, forward drive, arm action, body angre, right feet, loose
shoulders, proper stridelength, knees first, run tall and easy, conserve energ-y,
observe opponents, stay outside, position".

2. Mood thoughts.
This type of self-talk is used to create whatever form of emotional arousal

you are seeking during your perfonnance. Early in a race you may use it to
maintain your proper pace and relax your non-running muscles: " center,
control, relax, meat hanging off the bones, 90olo, focus, efficient, rhythm,
gazelle, smooth, synchronize, breathe, fun, confidence, pace, steady, flow".
Later in a race you can use it to stay aware of your opponents, cope with pain,
and kick for the finish line. Possible examples include: "alert, awake, pace,
feel good, ready, focus, tough, strong, finish, explode, do it, let's go, drive, go,
pump it, turn it over, hard, beat'em, catch 'em, all the way, faster, push, burn".

3. Positive self-statements.
The final form of self-talk can be used to encourage us to maintain our

level of effort, cope with negative thoughts, and reward ourselves for achieving
our seef,nent goals. For example, if we have self-doubts prior to the race we
might instead think: "I've trained hard and I'm ready to perform up to my
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potential", "l'm going to stay loose, have fun, and just run my race", "some of
my best workouts came on days when I felt this wây", "l run for me first, let
the others think what they want, its time for me to have some fun", "My
training has prepared me for the pain", "l have trained in all kinds of weather,
and am prepared to race in it now". During the race we can use positive self-
statements to maintain our effort when we are becoming fatigued such as by
thinking: "My body can handle this pace", "l'm not going to wimp-out", "l'm
going to feel worse later by giving up now", "I'm going to chase after the other
runners one-at-a-time", "I've trained too hard to give up now".

III. METHODOLOGY FOR THE STUDY

It is preferable to recruit ó adolescent (14-rB yrs.) same-sexed elite
middle distance runners (800 m - 3000 m ) from a high school or track club
setting who have Iittle or no experience with prepared self-talk strategies.

A coach will be approached to identify athletes who could most benefit
from the intervention and who have a winter indoor competition schedule from
November to March. During this time, the goal will be to monitor the runners
for a total of six races, either in track meets or simulated time trials, once a
week for a period of 6 weeks.

Although six runners will be obsen'ed, initially only three will be taught
to devise and use the self-talk package. The other th¡ee will be monitored for
comparison purposes, to observe whether the intervention is more effective than
normal training alone. At the end of the study, all other athletes who wish to
be taught the self-talk package will have that opportunity. In addition, it would
be an advantage to work with pairs of runners who can be closely matched in
terms of fitness and previous performance times so that one runner from each
pair may be randomly assigned to the self-talk group.

All runners will be asked to participate in a pre-study time trial or
simulated race. In addition, performance times for previous races will be
archived, if available. During the study, the three self-talk athletes will be
counselled one at a time in succession. For example, after a simulated race
time or previous race times are gathered for each runner, one runner will be
taught the self-talk package to use for the next race while the other runners
continue to race without using the strategy. once a runner is taught the
strategy, he or she will be encouraged to use it for the remaining races also.
When the first runner learns how to use self-talk, after a race or two the second
run¡er will be shown the package to be used for the next race and all those
that follow. Finally, the third runner, who has been previously performing
without prepared self+alk, will be exposed to the strategy for use in the final
race or two. This method insures that we will be able determine whether
improvements in performance can be accredited to the self+alk package or to
other factors. If improvements occur only after the self-talk package is used,
and do not occur in the comparison runners, then we may more confidentl.u-
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attribute the performance enhancement to the self-talk package.

IV. ADMINISTRATION OF THE SELF.TALK PACKAGE

To administer the self-talk package, the consultant will meet with each
athlete individually for two I hour sessions and then once per week to check
on progress or to advise on specific areas of concern. The athletes will be
expected to spend additional time preparing and implementing the strategy such
that it is viable during actual competition. It has been found that without
sufficient time for rehearsal, mere exposure to the self-talk procedure is
ineffective. In addition, self-talk may initiaily be disrracting (i.e., performance
may decline) until it is practiced and learned.

During the first session, the athlete will be introduced to self-talk and will
be given examples of how it can be used to improve performance in running
and other sports. The athlete, with the aid of the consultant, will then segment
his or her race and devise a self-talk strategy for each segment. Next, the
athlete will be asked to attempt a timed role rehearsal of the strategy. That is,
the consultant will ask the athlete to read the prepared self-talk strategy aloud
to observe whether it matches the time requirements of the race and to help the
athlete make adjustments if needed. Finally, the athlete will be asked to
perform several timed role rehearsals on his or her own until the strategy is
memorized for use in the second session. For this task, the athlete will be
encouraged to learn the strategy as quickly as possible, either by learning one
segment at a time or the entire strategy, whichever seems easier.

At the second session, the athlete will fîrst attempt a timed role rehearsal
of the race strategJ- without referring to cue cards or any prompting. Then the
athlete will practice the strategy on the track without prompting in an actual
time trial or a segment by segment run through. The athlete will be
encouraged to practice the self-talk strategy aloud while running, and,
equipment permitting, the practice session may be tape recorded. Lastly, the
athlete will be encouraged to continue using the strategy in preparation for the
upcoming races or time trials.

After each race or time trial, the athletes will be asked to fill out a post-
race questionnaire to assess whether or not they used the self-talk strategy, to
determine how well they thought it worked, and to provide for additional
comments.

V. POST-STUDY EVALUATION

After the study, all athletes will be asked to fill out a posr-study
questionnaire which will assess the runners' views of effectiveness the self-talk
package, and about individual preferences regarding strategy use. The package
will then be made available to the three comparison runners, and, if possible, to
other interested athletes.



Appendix 2

Subject Informed Consent Form



INFORMED IA/RITIEN CONSENT FoR RUNNERS IN THE SPORT
PSYCHOLOGY STUDY

t, have attended the Sport

Psychology and Runníng introductory information session conducted by

Gregg Tkachuk and understand the rationare and procedures to be

followed in the study. lf I choose to participate, r agree to keep

confidentíal from other team members specific techniques or strategies

discussed in the future individual instructional sessions such that this

might invalidate the study. l understand that, although the performance

enhancement techniques to be presented have been successful with

athletes in other sports, these techniques have not been experimentally

tested with distance runners. I am also aware that I have the right to

withdraw my participation, for any reason, at any time during the study.

Signature of Study Participant:

Date:



Appendix 3

Self-talk Instructional Materials



12. DEVELOPING
COMPETITION
STRATEGIES
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Introductio¡r

The content of a competition strategy will largety be determined by the
sport or event to be performed and the individual(s) performing it. A
number of characteristics undertying humar¡ performance should be
considered and adapted to the sport concerned.

Tbe purpose behind planning a competition strategy is to
develop eufficient information and mental activities to
consume totally the time of the competition.
The opportunity for distractions to occur is minimized if a proper

attentional focus is achieved.
Upo-n gompletion of this module, coaches will be beter prepared to

do the following:
c develop lrategies and tactics for various parts or segments of the

competition;
o identifu specific technical tasks for the athlete to concentrate on

during competition;
o list significant cue words that will direct an athlete's

concentration;
o assist the athlete in using positive self-statements for motivation:
e develop, with athletes, competition lrategies for a competitive

event.
"Here comes this week's challenge!"
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L ) Taslc-Relevant Factors

A major portion of any competition strategy should involve
concentration on the technical aspects of the activity (skills, plays.
offensive moves, defensive plays, pacing, etc). Once again the sport
being performed will determine the aspects of this task-relevant content.
There should be sufficient content items to consume at least two-thirds,
and possibly more, of all the thought content of the competition.

Since concentration on the technical aspects of a
performance constitutes most of the thought activities, it
is wise not to treat this section lightly. The most
problematic features of any competitive strategy are
"dead spots". These are periods of non-direct thought
activity which arise when an athlete has "grown tired" of
concenbating on the same technique point; when the
athlete has exhausted hisÆ¡er list of points to
concentrate on, or when a v€ry strong distractor has
been vaguely attended to, resulting in the athlete
concentrating on neither the distractor nor the strategy.
As an example of task-relevant factors, Table 1 lists the technique

points summary for the sport of swimming. When each item is attended
to intently for a number of strokes, the strategy becomes involved and
varied. The variation is important as it is needed to stop an athlete
concentrating on the point of technique for too long. There is a stage in
thought control at which an item is repeated often enough that it loses
neaningfulness and efÍect. Such states often precede the occurrence of
a "dead spot".

The concentration on the competition should be such that the
athlete's thoughts are clear and controlled. In many regards, the
structure of task-relevant factors is that of a checklist of points which
are assessed in turn as the athlete progresses through the cycle.

!É
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START

TURNS

STYLE

A Sr¡rn¡¡lary 9f the Technique Foints for theSport of Swinnrning

TabÍe L

- Pull down hard

- Establish aim

- Think explosion words

- Do not concentrate on gun

- Swim controlled and fast

- Explode off wall

- Hard stroke and/or kick to surface but under
control

- Break down to pace

- ô.- _action (entry,- puil pattern. depth, finish)
- Hand, arm, shoujdË, po.ition,

- Pody alignment (srreãmlining)

- I."gd position (during and afiá, breath)
- Kicking actjon (depth, intensity)

- Breathing cadence

- lVm¡e_try of action (all body segmenrs)

- Stroke-length (catch and finish)" 
--"-

- Control (smoothness, evenness. balance)

EXERCISE: Task-Relevant Factors
.-

ïi3:f,!_t*"1* facrors that could form some of the content ofa competition strategy for your sport.
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2, Cue Words

Throughout a performance. it is necessary to check the task-retevant
thoughts to ensure that the kind of apptication that is being
demonstrated by the athlete is appropriate for the performãnce. when
an athlete is supposed to move fast, he/she shoutd move fast. when an
athlete is- supposed to be powerful, he/she should move powerfuily. The
quality of an athlete's performance can be modified and-enhanceã bv
the content of his/her thoughts in the performance.

There is some convincing research evidence to support
the assertion that "how you think is how you perform."
There are good studies which show that actions are
acceterated when an individual thinks of self-commands
that mean quick actions ("faster, faster", "whip, whip,
whip"). Thus, if an athlete wants to be fast in action,
then he/she should think fast words while performing. If
an athlete wants to be strong, then he/she should think
slrong words at the appropriate time.
One can consider a performance as a number of "moods". A mood

is a performance quality such as speed, strength, balance. stability,
agility. persistence or power. ln making a tackle, a football playei needs
to be agile to initiate a move. fast to get to the point of coniact. and
finally powerful to bring down the opponent- A possible set of thoughts
to accompany such an action would be as follows:

"danc€, dance, whip, whip, lunge, crush."

In the starting blocks for a sprint race. the athlete should not be
listening for the gun on the "setl' command but shoutd be thinking
power words ("explode". "blast", ".ip"), so that when the reflex action
to the gun occurs, the appropriate powerful movements are made.

Table 2 lists a variety of performance qualities and synonyms for
those qualities. The list of synonyms is nowhere near exhaustive. Most
individuals have their own words which have special meanings with
regard to their performance- This list gives some suggestions. When
athlaes "get the idea" of what is required. they then select words and
statements to use to control the mood of their actions in performance.
They should develop their own meaningful statements.

The main point behind these statements is that they have direct
movement counterparts. The coach should scn¡tinize the performance
strat€gy for mood tatements and see that athletes use words which are
basic enough to cause a feeling of the movement when they are said.
For example, "flick". connotes movement speed more than does
"rapid" although both are synonyms for speed- "Crush" is more
movement suggestive for strength than is "vigorous".

t2-4



Table 2

Sporting dctivity Cue ïtrIord List Suggested
Synonyms

STRENGTH:

POWER
(Force):

SPEED:

AGILITY:

PERSISTENCE:

CONFIDENCE:

BAIANCE:

ATTENTIONAL
CONTROL:

OTHERS:

- crush, squash, violent. solid. intense. haut.
bear-hug. crunch. might, muscle, iorce, po*erfut.

- might, force, heave. impet. smash. snap. rip,blast, boom, bang, thump. thrust. explode, hoist,crumble.

- fast, alert. explode-. lunge. thrust, jab. rap, smack,bríef, flick. *i,ip. ftins.'pãplããrir.'ä",.1.

- njmble, move, dance. prance. brisk. alert, quick.
shuffìe, agile.

- crowf, press, pressure, hustle. push. squeeze.
smother. lean, worry. drive, sträin. trouble.
continue. drag.

- þold. great, going. on plan. push. concentrate.
reels good, comfortable, control continued,lantatiq terrific, superb, beaut¡fuí,- magnificent,
tremendous.

- rock hard, block. dead. sotid, firm, rooted,
anchored, set, rigid, hard.

- 
"Park it"

L2-5
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In the development of a competition strategy. there should now be a
mix of task-relevant content and mood-appropriate content.

Since task-relevant thoughts should consum€
approximately two-thirds of the thought content, the
mood thought should occupy nearly all that remains.
The strategy should mix these features. A number of task thoughts,

a mood statement or two. more task content. mood words, etc-, are a
probable integration. Since the strategy will be planned in detail. the
structure of this integration can be monitored by the coach. It should be
remembered that the thoughts are those of the athlete. Often what is
written will appear to be meaningless to the coach but will be very
meaningful to the athlete.

EXERCISE: Cue Words
On the cue word table, add more synonyms that would be
appropriate for your sport.

3) Self-Statements
The final thought-content component for a competitive strategy is
self-fiatements. These are positive statements which encourage the
athlete to continue with the performance. These are important for
endurance activities.

These stat€ments may be considered to be "mental pats
on the back". They sent€ as positive self.reinforcement
for what has been accomplished in the task.
Positive self-statements should also be used at critical times in a

performance when fatigue is increasing, during a succession of lost
points, and during a monotonous period. The statements in these
circumstances reflecf persistence qualities.

EXERCISE: Self-Statements
List five self-latements that can encourage the athtete to continue
with maximum application.
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Note: In sports which span a long duration (e.9., hockey,
football, marathon running, distance swimming)' it ¡s difficult
for athletes to be flexible and to adjust to situational tactics if
the ñnal outcome is the onlg goal. lntermediate objectives
should be established and alternate strat€g¡es used as
required. This is called SEGMENTATION.
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Alternate Coping Behaviours

As mentioned eartier, it is necessary to have at teast one arternativestatement or procedure for every major or primary strategy that isplanned.

.l
,l
,.1

*" *''å:t,:;'ffi?'r..þ/' ; '-
These alternative coping behaviours often are strategies to recoverone's performance rever- Fãr exampre. if concentrating on certainfeatures is supposed to produce a rLaå in u ,"." and it does not. then

lly atfgrnlte coping behaviours courd cànsi"t .r pãã"!-uiã ,'ooaalteration to recapt_ure a read. If a method of defånd-i-ni usJ"o ""attacker is not working successfully, then a switch to another method ofdefense could be a coping r""ponrã.'Scouting reports oniôpon"nts are
t':n y"* helpful ¡n däteim¡nins both oii-.*.n¿ u¡t"-ã[åcoprng
behaviours-

For team games' if certain forms of offense are not achieving theirgoals' then it is sometimes n_ecessary to-cope uv 
"*¡t.tìng Jo totaflynew patterns of behaviours. However. often it iJ not the to-tal pattern ofoffense or defense that breaks ¿o*n. rt ã.e is some etement that is theflaw. If this element were attered. it is possiute that the ãr"i"r¡ strategywould be effective.

Before a major change in shategy approach is made, thatís, switching from one set of priäarybehaviours toanother set of primary behaviourr, ih" porriUitity ofelement alteration should be consid"r"ä. Ma¡ãr-' 
-

unrehearsed changes in perfornance süat€gy often havean initial dehimental impact on perform"r,.ã.
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Coping Wíth Pain
Many sporting activities involve discomforting levels of fatigue. In

t. sporting circles this is usually termed pain and is caused primarily by
î high levels of lactic acidosis. ln fatiguing events. better athletes
' generally know the stage at which they become stressed by fatigue or

pain-

Individuals can cope with this pain better if they are
aware of its severity and the sensations which
accompany it, if they are willing to recognize when it will
occur, and if they have a strategy for handling it when it
occurs. This contrasts markedly with a common sporting
approach of tnling to ignore the existence of the
discomfort.
Dr. Donald Meichenbaum of the University of Waterloo described

four necessary phases for coping with the onset of pain. These should
be incorporated into the performance strategy at the appropriate place.

1. Preparing for the pain. Develop statements which suggest
that the individual will be able to handle the pain phase.
"You have developed a plan to handle fatigue."
"Start to concentrate on your technique details."
"You have lots of different strategies to call on."
"The others will be hurting just as much as you but you
have a strategy."
"You will be able to perform better than the others now
because you have a strategy."

2. Confronting and handling the pain.
"You will tolerate this."
"Go through each strategy item intently."
"Thinking of lrategies is more important than thinking
about pain."
"The pain is a cue to concentrate harder than you ever
have before-"
"This is the signal to focus on performance efficiency."

3. Coping with pain feetings at critical moments.
Awareness of fatigue sensations periodically re-emerges
during the performance and serves as a distractor. These
sensations need to be handled and the athlete's attention
refocused back onto the task.
"Tiredness is a sign to work on."

' "What do you do? You start with behaviour one."
"Sure it hurts. but you can manage it if you concentrate on
technique-"
"Use your strategy. It will help you to keep control."
"As the pain mounts. switch to the alternate strategy."

r2-8



4. Reinforcing eelf-statements. After the stressful activity
has ceased, some self-appraisal of the coping strategy
should be made.
"Good. You did it."
"Concentrating on technique really helped-"
"You can even do better."

A number of points are of interest in the above examples.
ø The $tatements are expressed in the second person

to give the impression of external. objective control. The
use of the first person too quickly opens the door for
self-oriented statements and the resultant inappropriate
focus of attention.

o The focus of attention is on cues (task relevant)
which are associated with performance. The
concentration on task factors ("associative imagery")
serves as a distraction which "closes the gate" and will
not let pain sensations be recognized. There is another
form of distraction called "dissociative imagery". In that
form. the concentration is on factors not associated with
performance. Such things as singing songs. working math
problems, and fantasizing running beside a shaded.
bubbling river. are sets of intent imagery which also "close
the gate". Associative imagery is used in competition by
the best athletes. Other athletes often use dissociative
imagery as a distraction from fatigue.

It is recommended that athletes develop the ability to
use associative imagery almost exclusively for
competition. Dissociative imagery, when mixed with
associative imagery, is acceptable for training as it offers
variation that rr¡ards off boredom.
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Learning Performance Strategies
As with pre-competition strategies, practice in a variety of
conditions is necessary $o that the athlete can learn the
competitive performance etrategy. The principles behind learning
the performance strategy are similar to those of the pre'competiticin
strategy. This strategy is written on the same "Strategy Planning
Sheet" as the pre-competition strategy. See Figure 1.

A first attempt at planning a competition strategy should
be very detailed and should include, verbatim, the
thoughts that are to be ¡¡sed i¡¡ the performance.
With subsequent uses and alterations of the strategy. the content will

be mastered as well as refined- Since these strategies have been used

mainly in the sport o[ swimming in Canada. it has been noted that after
one to two years of use. newly written strategies are much more briefer
and more conceptual in content. Athletes learn all the details of a
feature - 

for example, arm positioning, control and action - and the
single word "arm" is all that is necessary to produce a very detailed
repertoire of thought patterns concerning the use of arms in su'imming.
Consequently, an experienced athlete's strategy appears to be qulte brief
when written down but, in actuality, it still remains very detailed when
interpreted cognitively. There is every reason to believe that a similar
phenomenon will occur with other sports when strategies are employed
over a period of time.

De-briefing
Performance strategies serve as a focus for assessing an athlete's
performance. Appropriate readjustments should be made while they are
still fresh in an athlete's mind- The athlete's maintenance of
concentration and adherence to the planned strategy should be
evaluated. Assessments of any improvements in pre-competition
strategy, the athlete's ability to tolerate more pain. and the occurence
of "dead çots" or attention to distractors should also be made. Both
primary and secondary coping strategies are continually refined. Their
lnfluence on performance is not likely to be noticed until the athlete has
become skilled in maintaining his/her focus of attention on the
performance strategies while performing. They become effective once
the athlete learns to actually apply the strategies in a well'learned way
in competition.

Sample Competition Strategy
The following are examples of two competition strategy sheets:

1) A competition strategy for a 200-metre butterfly swim. The subject
was a 16-year-old female swimmer preparing for the 1976 Olympic
Game Swimming Trials. This athlete had little chance of making the' team. Her best time prior to this was 2:24.0. Her goal time was
2:79.0 +. Her race timè was 2:20.9 placing her sixth in the event.

2) A competition strategy for a number'eight' forward participating in
the team sport of rugby.
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200Fly-4r50legm¿ntr

- Behlnd lhe bloclts, look at a rpot at the other
end ol the pool.
Rehea¡se flrsl sl¡okes of race.

- Sl¡ake arms and legs. deop bre¡ths

- Mounl block silll thlnklng of llrst secllon

tg
H
l\å

Âct lvlty

O.n.command, thlnk "explode, blast. lunge."
Klck, pull hnrd.
"Speed, ¡elaxed."
Are my arms pulltng bnck?
Push through, push tltrorroh,
My breathlng tlmlng e¡tlv.
"Speed, ¡elaxed, strong."
Are my legs klcklng? "t:eels good."

STRATEGY PLANNTNG STtEET (Srvimmtns)

COMPETITIVE PENFONMANCE

Desl¡cd Fcellngs & A¡rpcnrancc

- Check tf turn wlll htr rlqht.

- Speed up Inlo lurn.

- Check posltlon nt turn.

- Turn "blast. slroot".

- Klck, pull hard,

Should feel "up" and renrlv.
Thlnh hard about first secrlon.
Ready to go.
Conflrtcnt. On hlocks thlnklng
only ol flrst part ol race.

ll l'l

Slrould fael speed,
smoolhnoss In wate¡.
Feel ¡elaxed but exclted.
Check rvhere I am.

llesult

I ltftTlil{tfft rn ltrlIn il i' ¡trf F\

Cl¡eck whe¡e I nm on shoot
oul of lurn.
After tu¡n I slrould silil fcel
good.

l'rohlenr & Coplng¡ Response

Thlnk harrler and In more detall abor¡t
rîce.
lgnorc everyone e!se.

- ll I dont't feel too good. pull and klck
harder for fou¡ st¡okes lo plck up _
then kecp loose.
Get nrore dolphln acllon.
Rreallre later.

Should be up
wltlr cveryonc

32.0 +

Pull longer In hard strokes to get to
wn ll.



2nd 50 m

Breatlrlng tlnrlng
"Strong, relaxed"
"Klck evc¡r"
"Pull back. round oul"
Breathe late ev€ry lwo slrokes.
Make sure turn wlll be hlt rlglrr,
l'ull harrler. breathe late.
Tu¡n, "fast. blast, slroot" Gun-out of lurn
pull-klck

l9

Actlvir y

STIIATEGY PLANNING SHEET (Swlmmtng) conr'd

3¡d 50 m

Catch.up lengrh.
'l:lglrt, íorce, POWER" Klck hard, pull hartl.

Count l0 long pulls.
Count 5 attack entrles.
lllt turn rlght,
Last check polnt.
"Blast, ftarce. fight"
lllg brentlr
"D¡lve"
"lJarn"

Dcslretl Fcelirrgs & A¡l¡rcararrce

At enrl, feellng tlred.
Next lap ls where I push
through lt.

4lh 50 m

llead honre, grlt teeth
"fight, fierce"
Sr¡¡ootlr, ha¡d klck.
Srnooth, lrard pull.
5 lllnes e¡lclt

lí: ,..t I

Shoulders tlrlng. Work
harder. lt wlll be worrlr lt. .

iÌt

lVlth tlrcnr

35+

,,,i''tliihr¡,tt, !

50 to go. Be toughcr than
llrey are.

lf I am behlnd, câtch up over nexl 75 m.

Problem & Cu¡rlng llesponse

Even paclng to end of rl¡lrd 50,
Swlrn as last 50. Lorrg etroke, drlve
lread forward, blgger 2rrd klck.

Tlrey are hurtlng lust as nruch as I am.

Glve lt all.
lf I n_¡u behlnd, I can.l panlc¡ fl3¡ht and
go all-oul. Tl¡lrrk cue worrls wlren lt
ht¡rts ¡l¡osl.



TASK-RELEVANT SELF-TALK FOR RUNNERS

The following exercise is designed to help you improve your concentration and
refoqls on your task in the face of distracting situations and feelings. Filf in your own
statements under the examples.

1. Efficient Runninq Form Thouohts

Form! Foot Strike! Pop Off! Stay Horizontal! Chest Upl Hips Out! Fon¡/ard Drive!Arm
Action! Bo'dy Angle! Light Feet! Loose Shoulders! Proper Stridelength! Knees First!
Run Tall and Easy! Conserve Energy!

2. Race Strateqv Thouqhts

Stay on Pace! Work into a Good Position! Be Alert For Trouble! Run the First Half on
My Goal Pace! Kick \Mren its Time! Pass Runners Decisively! Run Negative Splits!
Stay Outside! Stay Out of the Box! Monítor Opponents Condition! Stay V!1th the Pack
and Kick \Mth 400m to go! Stay Ahead of _ to take the kick out of him/her!
Start Fast, Seitle in, and Pick Ít up \Mren I Feel Good!Adjust My Pace to My Feetingsl



3. Thouqhts for Monitorino and Resoondinq to Bodilv Feelinqs Durinq The Race

Scan For Tension! Tghten and Relax! Monitor Breathing! Loose Shoulders! Meat
Hanging off rhe Bones! 90%! Adjust Pace To Feetingst lf pain or Fatigue are
experienced: I have a plan to handle fatigue! Start to Concentrate on Running Forml
The Other Runners are Hurting Just as Much, But I have a Strategyl Accept the Painl
Accepting the Pain is what makes me a peak performer! My Tnaining has Prepared
Me for Anything I \Â/ill Encounter During the Race! lf Pain Subsides: My strategy
worked! My Strategy Can Get Me Through Anything!



KEY/MOOD WORDS FOR RT'NNERS

The following exercise is designed to help you
improve your concentration and refocus on your task in
the face of distracting situations and feelings. Fi11
in your own statements under the examples.

Prior to the Race

On the St4rti4g Line

S I TUÀTI ON KEY/MOOD T^TORDS

Having Feelings of Self-doubt, Ready! Perform! Go for it!
Fear of Performing PoorIy, or Center! Control! Relax!
Pressure to Perform Well Focus! Breath! Fun! Confidence!

Vi sual i ze Success !

During the Race

Earlv in the Race

To Relax the Non-Running
Musc les

Meat Hanging Off the Bones!
90%l Breath! Re1ax!



Staying on
Maintaining

Pace and
Prooer Form

Gauging Competitors and Not
Getting Boxed In

Late in the Race

Coping with Pain

Kicking for the Finish

Form! Rhythml Conserve! Pace!
Metronome! Gazelle! Focus!
Synchronize! Àrms! Legs!
Head DoYrn! Eff icient! Easy!
Smooth! Steady! Flow!

Àlert ! Àwake ! Observe ! Outside !

Position!

Àccept the Pain! Make it Hurt!
On Pace! Sell ¡4y Body! Feel Good!
Ready! Form! Focus! Tough! Strong
Run From the Pain! Finish Line!

Do it! Let's Go! Drive! Go!
Àrms and Legs! Pump it! Turn it
Over! Hard! Beat 'em! Catch
'em! À11 the Way! Faster!



SELF-TÀT,K FOR RTJNNERS

The following exercise is designed to help you
identify negative self-statements which detract from
your performance and create positive alternatives to
counter them. FiIl in your own statements under the
examples.

Prior to the Race

Durinq marshallinq, @L¡P' or on the startinq l ine

Negative Self-TaIk

"I have'nt trained hard enough"
"I'm not as fit as the other
runners"

Positive Counters

"r've trained as hard as anyone
and r'm ready to perform uP to
my potential"

t'r havet'r have
"I have

to win"
to get a
to break

PR''
e9. ,4:00"

"I'm going to
fun, and just

stay loose, have
run my race"

"I'm not feeling so great
today

"Some of my
on days when

best workouts came
I felt this way"



"rf I don't do well, its all
a waste of time"

"My fitness 1evel, friendships,
and personal achievements are
more important than winning or
los i ng"

"My coach is expecting me to "f run for me first, let the
do we1l" others think what they want,
"what will my family think if its my time to have some fun"
I don't do well?"
"What will my teammates say
if I don't do well?"

"I'm afraid of the pain I will "I am prepared to accept the
feel" pain's challenge"
"I hope I don't wimp-out" "My training has prepared me

for the pain"
"Accepting the pain is what
makes me a peak performer"

"I never run well in the rainrr rrl have trained in all kinds of' nI never run welL in the heatrr neather, and am prepared to race
"f never run well when its co1d" in it fiow"

- "The other runners have to run
in the same conditions as r do"
"I have visualized, countLess
times, running in all kinds of
weather "



During the Race

"I'm running too f ast, r'I1 die "Just rel-ax and f aIl back into
at the end" my pre-established pace"

"The other runners look strong" "ÀLl I can do is run my race"
"I hope I don't lose contact "Let the other runners do the
with the front runners" hard work, r'11 stick to my

pace "

"f'm running slower than
expected"

"I'11 just have to stay with the
pack and kick in the end"

"I am ready to accept the pain"
"My body can handle this pace"

"This hurts too much"
"This pace is too fast"

"I'11 never win, I might as well "I may never get this chance
just take it easy" again"
"I'm just running f or f un anyway. t'I'm not going to wimp-out"
"I'11. run t.his as a workoutrr I'I'm going to f eel worse later
'I just don't have it today" by giving up"
"I'm going to save it for my "I'm going to chase after the
next race" other runners one-at-a-time"

"I've trained too hard to give
up nowtt



Segments Length of
Segment

TASK ANALYSIS FOR RUNNERS

Date:

Physical/Technical
Requirements

Psychological
Requirements

lst

2nd

3rd

4th



Name:

COMPETITION PLANNING FORM FOR RUNNERS

Date of R

Event

Segments

Target Time

Length of
Segment

Task/Mood/Positive Thoughts Splits

1st

Aclual:

2nd Goal:

Actual

3rd Goal:

Actual

4th Goal:

Actual:



Appendix 4

Experimental Protocol Checklists



?

4.

PROCEDURAL CHECKLIST

1. Does the E scf¡edule an appoíntment with the. runner in a dassroom setting 5 days prior
to the athletes neñ race?

SESSION ONE

INTRO TO SELF.TALK AND MATERIALS

2. Does the E give the stanclardized introduction
to the athlete?

Does the E give the competit¡on strategy
handout to the runner?

Does the E ask the runner if he has anv
questions?

TASK ANALYSIS

5. Does the E ask the runner to break his face
ínto about 4 segments?

6. Does the E ask the runner to indicate the
length of each segment?

Does the E ask the runner to indicate the
physical requirements for each segment?

Does the E ask the runner to ¡ndicate the
psycfiologic€l requirements for each
segment?

CONSTRUCTION OF THE PERSONALIZED SELF.TALK STRATEGY

9. Does the E provide the athfete with the
task-relevant self-talk planning exerc¡se?

10. Does the E remind the athlete to use
personally meaningful seff-talk?

11. Does the E provide the athlete with the
mood thoughts planning exercise?

12. Does the E provide the athlete with the
positive setf,stjatement planning exercise?

13. Does the E ask the runner to d€veloo a
competition strategy using the 3 forms of
setf-talk?

Does the runner attend the appo¡ntment?

Does the runner attend to the introductíon?

Does the runner read the handout?

Does the runner have any questions?

Does the runner segment his race?

Does the runner list the lenqth of each
segment?

Does the runner fill in the physical
requirements for each segment?

Does the runner f¡ll in the psycfrological
fequirements for each segment?

Does the athlete develop task{elevsnt
self-talk?

Does the athlete dev¡se setf-talk that
is original and idiosyncratic?

Does the athlete cl€velop personally
relevant mood thoughts?

Does the athlete develop personally
relevanþositive s€tf-statements?

Does the athlete develop a competition
strategy using the 3 forms of setf-talk?

7.

8.



14.a) Does the E have the runner cfreck the self-
talk distributíon for each segment?

14.b) Does the E ask th€ runner to time cfìeck
the self-talk for €ach segment?

15. Does the E advise the athlete that he can
devise aclcl¡tional self-talk or recyde setf-
t€lk if the r€commended percentages are

not acf¡ieved?

Does the runner complete the time ctreck?

Does the runner require additional self-talk or
a recycling of existing selfialk?

TIMED ROLE.REHEARSAL OF THE STRATEGY (READ}

16. Does the E ask the runner to read aloud the Does the runner comply with the request to
compet¡t¡on strategy such that it may be timed? read the compet¡tion strategy aloud?

17. Does the E time the reacfing of the competition
strategy?

14. Does the E recommend that 65% of the
self{alk be task+elevant,250,4 mood thoughts
and 10% pos¡tive self-statements?

18. Does the E help the athlete ref¡ne the scriDt
unt¡l ¡t matches the time requirements of the
Êce?

19. Does the E help the athlete to identify possibte
cl¡stracfors and possible refoqrsing responses?

19.a) Do€s the E cñeck to see if the runner
has more than one race the followino
week?

19.b) lf so, then steps 5 through 35 need to be
fepeated if the athlete wants to prepare

setf-talk for the second race?

21. Does the E ask the runner to feam the strategy
one segment at I time?

22. Does the E indicate that the runrìer may us€
race vísualization to facjl¡tete leaming of the
strategy?

23. Does the E scfredule the second sess¡on at
the track 24 hours following sess¡on one?

24. Does the E remind the runner not to
communicate anything about the strategy
to the other runners?

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT TO LEARN THE STRATEGY FOR SESSION TWO

20. Does the E assign the homework assignment
to the athlete?

Does the athlete develop a compet¡tion
strategy reflecting these recommended
percentages?

Does the runner cf¡eck the distribution
in each segment?

Does the runnels competit¡on strategy
meet the race time requirements?

Does the athlete's script now meet the rac€
time requirements?

Has the runner ¡dentified distractors ancl
refocusing responses?

Does the runner have more than one race for
the following week?

Does the runner want to also prepare self-talk
for the second race?

Does the sthlete agree to leam the strategy
on his ol'rm?

Does the athlete sgree to attend?

Does th€ runner agree not to commun¡cate
anything about the strategy to the other
runners?



SESSION TWO

MASTERY CHECK (REC¡TAL OR WRTTTEN)

24. Ooes the E check to see if the runner has
leamed at least 75o,6 ot the compet¡tjon
strategy by having the athtete recjte it or
write ¡t out without prompt¡ng?

25. lf not, does the E give him sufñcjent extra
time to leam the strategy?

PRACTTCE ON THE TRACK (W|THOUT pROMpnNG)

26. Does the E ask the runner to attempt one
complete walkout of the race distance while
repeating aloud the strategy?

26.b) Does the E insure that the runner ¡s
sufficiently warmed-up to attempt a
segment by segment run through?

27. Does the E check with the coach to see
if a segment by segment run through is
contra¡ndicåted given the proximity to the
next race?

lf so, does the E ¡nstruct the runner to practice
using the strategy while running a segment
by segment run through?

29. lf not, does the E instruct the runner to praci¡ce
using the strategy while running at something
less than iaæ oaeæ?

30. Does the E cfreck to see if the runner is having
any diffio.rlties in leaming the strategy?

31. Does the E try to problem solve w¡th the athlete
to recÍify the probtem?

33. Does the E remind the runner that he may also
practice recit¡ng the strategy wlrile imaginally
runn¡ng the race?

34. Does the E inform the runner that he may
const¡lt with him about refining the strategy
for future use?

ls the runner able to rec¡te or write out at least
75o/o ot the competition strategy at the
beginning of session two without
prompting?

Does the runner now know at least 75% of
h¡s competition strategy?

Does the runner attempt one complete walkout
of the face distance while repeating atoud
the strategy?

Does the runner warm-up suff¡c¡enfly?

Does the coach allow a seoment
run through?

by segment

Does the runner complete the segment by
segment run through?

Does the runner report that he practiced
usíng the strategy while runníng?

ls the runner having any dÍff¡qrlties in leam¡ng
the strategy?

ls the runner now able to better leam or use
the strategy?

Does the runner later report pract¡c¡ng reciting
the sbategy while imaginaily running the race?

Does the runner later consult with the E about
modifications or adjustments to the competition
strategy?

28.

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT TO CONNNUE USING THE STRATEGY IN PREPARATION FOR THE UPCOMING
RÂCE

32. Does the E encourage the runner to cont¡nue
using the competition lrategy ntrile training for

Does the runner later report using the strategy
in preparat¡on for the upcom¡ng race?

the upcom¡ng race?



Appendix 5

Tables for Converting Race Times to Performance Points

The following section contains the tables that were used to compare and

standardize the performances of the runners who participated in this study.

These tables were based on a theoretically modelled performance curve that

was statistically derived and computer generated by Gardner and Purdy (1970).
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2:39.5
2:40.3
2:41.1
A.1Z.O
2t 42.8
2.43.-l
2:4+.6
2.45.4
2:tó.3
2.1t.2
¿:48. I
2: {9. I
¿:50. o
2:5O.9
2.51.9
2:5?.8
2:53.8
2 2 54.8
¿: 5 5.8
2 ¡ Só.8
225t.8
¿:58.8
2 :59. I
l:0o.9
3 :02. o
3: ol. 0
3:'04.1

2(oo ðT

5:39. I
5: to. I
5:12.ó
J: {4. (
5:4ó. ¿
5:{g.O
5: {9.9
5:51.8
5:53. ?
5s 55. ójsjZ.5
5:59.5
ó:o1.5
6!03.5
ó: o5.5
6:07.5
ó:09.6
ô: I l. ?
ó: 13.8
ó3 ló.o
6: l8.l
ó: 20.3
6:22.5
ó:24. I
ó:27.0
ó:29. l
ó:31.7
ó:3 4. o
ó:3ó.{r
ó:l{t.8
ó:11. 2
6:4 3.7

tAEtE 18



:lhlS
830
820
qlo
8c0

"90?e0
?7ù
?ôc
1,<o
140
t30
720
tl c
?cc
öç0
ôÈc
+ ?0
(ö)
15i
é41
ê30
(.24
110
ôL.J
5ç0
5eÐ
5?ü
5ê0
551
Í¡C
::c
5ÌÚ

50 Hf

5. 94
9. <)ô

5.99
ô. 02
6. 05
ó. 0d
fr.l I
ô.13
ó. 1ó
ô. 19
6.22
6.25
ô.2I
ó.3t
6.35
ô.3I
ó.41
6.44
lr. 47
ô.51
ô.54
Ò.57
6.ót
o¡ò4
f¡.6?
ô.71
t¡. ?4
ô.78
ó.Bl
ô.85
ô.89
ô.92

so Hf 300 HT

8. 86
I .90
8. 94
8.98
9.O2
9. 07
e.ll
9. l5
9.2U
9.24
9.29
9 .33
9.38
9.12
q.47
e.52
9.5ó
9.ót
9. óó
?.?l
c. ?6
9.el
9.8ô
9.91
9.9ó

to.ot
l0.Oó
to.l2
to.l?
1e.23
to.28
l0 .34

SCORTNG TABLES

N)N_cLAss¡cÂL HÊfRtc p.ActNc DtsfaNcEs

35. O

t5.2
35.q
35.5
35.1
35. e
ló. I
36.3
3ô.5
3ô.7
3ó.9
37. L

3? .3
t7.5
3?. ?
tI.9
38. r
38.3
38.6
38.8
39.0
39.2
39.4
19.7
lq .9
40. I
40 .4
40. ó
40. 9
4l . t
41.4
41.ó

35O l+Ï

42.2
4?.4
12.7
42.9
43. I
ct.3
41.6
(3 .8
4(.1
44.1
14.5
44.8
45.O
45.'
{5. ó
45 .8
{ô.1
4ó.3
46.ó
46.9
41.2
47 .4
17.7
48. o
48.J
{8. ó
48.9
49.2
49.5
4C.8
50. I
50. r

500 HT looo t{r

l:C5.6 2:30.0 3:05.2
t:05.9 2:30.8 l:06. l
l:06.3 2:31.7 3:07.5
l:oó.1 2.t2.T 3:08.ô
l:o?.0 2:33.6 l:09.?
l:c?.4 2.J4.5 3:10.9
t:07.ö 2235.5 l:1.2.t
t:e0.2 2:3ô.4 3:13.3
l:e8.ó 2217.4 3:14.5
l:09.o 2298.4 3:15.7
l:c9.4 2:39.4 3:t?.0
Ir09.8 2240.+ 3:1R.2
l: I O. 2 2.41.4 3: I 9. 5
l: lo.ó 7¿42-4 3:20.8
I : I l. I 224r.J ).22. I
l: I t. 5 2.44.5 ,r 21.4
I : I 1.9 2245.6 3: 2¿.8
l:12.4 2r4'r.7 t226'¿
l: t2.8 2:47.8 t227.5
¡:t3.2 2248.9 3228-9
t:13.? 2:50.0 l:10'3
l:14.2 2251.2 l:11.8
l:14.6 2.52.! l:13.2
l:15.1 2:53.5 l:34.7
l: 15.6 2?51.7 l:36'2
l:16. I 2255.9 1217 'l
l: ló.6 2:5?. t 3:19. l
l:t7.0 2258,4 l:40'8
l: t?.6 2:59.6 J?42'1
l:18.1 3:O0.9 l:44'O
t : t 8.6 3: 02.2 3,45 .f
t: 19.l 3:03.5 1:..?'3

228

t200 HT 2(00 Hf

6: 4ó.2
6:rr8.7
ó:51.l
ó:53.c
ó:5ó.5
ó: 59. 2
?: Ol.a
?:04.6
?:0?.4
r r 10.2
?: ll.0
?: l5.q
?:18.8
?!21.?
7 . 24.7
?:2?.8
?: lo.9
7 : 34.0
?: 3?. I
7 2 40.1
?:43.6
7: 46. c
1 z 50.2
1'-5J.6
?:57.1
8:00.6
8:04. I
8: o?. t
8:1t.4
8:t5.I
8:18.8
8222.6

TABLE IB (CONT.I

lzoo HT 4800 r{T

q: l?.3 lt:22.c
a:20.9 l4:28.'
9.2\.4 l4:33.C
c:28.0 lq: ]9.1\
a:31.ó l4:45.1
9:15.3 l{:51.o
o:3q. I l{s 5ó.c
s.42.9 t5:02.8
o:46.? l5:O8.8
9:50.ó l5:14.9
e:5{.5 t5:21.1
9:58.5 15227.4

lO:02.ô t5:!!.?
lo: oô. ? l5:40. I
t O: t O.B l5:4ó.ó
t0:15.0 l5:53-1
to:19.3 l6:oo.o
lo:23.ó ló¡06.8
I O:2 8.0 tô: I 3.7
l0: t2.5 ló:20.ó
lO:37.0 tó:2?.t
lo:4t.6 l6:34.9
lo:4ó.2 16212.2
tn:51.o ló:49.1
lo: q5.8 16.57.2
ll:00.6 l?:0{.8
tl:o5.5 l?:t2.4
t l: lo.6 l?:20.4
!t:15.6 l?:28.4
tt:20.8 l7:ló.s
ll:2ó.0 l7:44.8
ll:31.4 t?:53.2



Appendix 6

Self-Talk and Sport Psychology Questionnaires for Runners



POST-RACE SELF-TALK QUESNONNAIRE FOR RUNNERS

This questionnaire was designed to help you to identify what kinds of things you thought about or said toyourself during your last race. Please filf in the most acqrrate response. Àtt tne ¡ntormat¡on will be kept
confidential. Please fill it out as honestly as you can. lf you require help in interpreting an item, don,t
hesitate to ask your consultanU¡nterviewer.

Name:_ Date:

A During yo.rr last racs, wt¡ãt percentage of
your thoughts (setf{alk) deatt with:

1) Your running form or tectrnique?

2) Your race strategy?

3) Your bodily sensations or feelings?

4) Staying relaxed during the race?

5) Energízing yourself when you felt
fatigue or pain fater in the race?

6) Positive thoughts about reaching your
goals for the race?

7) Postive self<einforcement after accomplishino

Note: Your responses to questions 1-12
should add up to approximately 100%

100%

100%

lOOo/"

lOOo/o

lOOo/o

100%

1@o/o

100%

100%

1æo/o

100%

100o/o

lQOo/o

Oo/o

V/o

ooÁ.

o%

Oo/o

Oo/"

certa¡n goals while the race was in progress? OoÁ

8) Encouragíng yourself near the end of the
race when you may have felt pain or fat¡gue? Oo/o

9) Things that were totally unrelated to the
race? (e.9., scfiool, family, relatíonships,
hobbies, beautiful scenery, or noth¡ng in Oo/o
partícular)

1O) Things over whícfr you had no control? (e.g.,
the fitness of your competitors, your lane
assignment, when your race was held, etc) Oo/o

1 1) Things others (e.9., your parent(s), coach,
teammates, friends, others runners) might
say ¡f you didn't perform well? 0o,6

12) Briefly list any tfnughts, not included so far,
that you had during your last race and
their corresponding percentaçs:

Oo/o.

ooa

0% 100o16



B. 1) D¡d you have a planned self{alk strategy or
routine to help you to concentrate on what you
needed to accomplish during your race? yes No

C. What percentage of your race was spent:

1) Using your planned task+elevant self-talk? 00,6

2) Using your planned mood thoughts?

3) Using your planned positive self-statements?

4) Thinking about things that were totally unrelated
to the race? (e.9., sctrool, family, relationships,

0% 1oo%

lOOo/o

o% 100%

100%Oo/o

100%

Oot6 100%

hobbies, beautiful scenery, or nothing in O%
particular)

5) Thinking about things over wh¡ch you had no
control? (e.g.,the fìtness of your competitors,
your lane assignment, wl'ren your race was
held, etc.)

6) Things others (e.9., your parent(s), coach,
teammates, friends, others runners) might
say Íf you didn't perform well?

D.During your race, how effective were the
following in determining your performance: Not somewhat Very

Effective Effective Effective

1)Yourtask+elevantself-tafk 1 2 3 4 s

2)Yourmoodthoughts 1 2 A 4 s

3)Yourpositiveself-statements 1 2 3 4 s

More About Less
Effort the Etrort

E. How did you perceive the effort that was Required same Required
required to ærform in this race as compared
tootherraces? 1 2 3 4 s

Much More About Mucf¡ Less
F. How did you perceive any pain that you may painful the same paintul

have experienced during this race as compared
tootherraces? 1 2 3 4 s



spoRT psycEor,ocy QUESTIoNNå,rRE FOR RTNNERS

This guestionnaire was designed to help you to identify areas in which you
wouLd like some he).p- ÀI1 the information wiLl be kepÈ confidential-- ÞIease
filÌ it out as honestly as you can-

Name: Date:

SECÎION 1

During your last race, how often
or well- were you abLe to:
l. Think positive thoughts?
(e.9., how often did you think,
"I'm as fit as the other runners,
I'rn going to run a good race")

Check if Aimost Verv
NoE Sure llever SorneÈimes Oftón

2. Stay rela:'.ed? (i.e,, not too
t.ense or nervous before the race) 1 3 5

3. ConcentraEe on your race
s t ra teqv? I 5 q

4. MaintaÍn/regain your confidence
and stay on your race pace if the
race wasn't qoing so wel-I? I ) 3 5

5. Forget about distractors over
which you had no control-? (e-9.,
the fitness of your competitors,
your lane assignment, when your
race was held) I z 3 5

6- Forget about what other people
(e.9., Your parent (s) , coach,
teanmates, friends, other runners)
night say or think if you didn't
perform wel-I in the race? 'I 3 5

?. Forget about distractors that
don't involve running? (e-g-,
faniJ.y issues, school,
relationships, other problens) I 3 4 5

8. Refocus on your race strategy if
you became distracted? (e.9., after
an opponent tried to "psych" you
out, when not in a good position,
if you dÍdn't hit your spJ.it right
on, if a runner passed you, when
you felt normal racing pain)

9. Maintain/regain your inteosity
if you felt tired or weak?

I 2 J 5

10. Remove tension/induce
rela:<ation in your non-running
muscLes during the race? I z 5



11. Monitor your opponents'
condition durinq the race?

Check If Àlmost Verv
Not Sure Never Sonetimes Often

I ¿ 3 4 5

12. Monitor the bodily feelings you
encoujrterd while racinq? I

a 3 5

13- Be assertive and insert some
pace when the opportunity presented
itself? (i.e., a tired opponent,
near end of race, a predeternined
cÈr.fêñrrl
v919llJ', 1 2 3 4 5

14. Make adjustnents as the race
progressed? I 2 3 5

15. Give your best effort at all
tines? (e-9., if your conpetitors
appeared weak, if you're
competitors appeared strong, if you
were behind in the race, if you
were ahead in the race) T 2 3 5



Appendix 7

Post-Study Self-Talk Questionnaires



SELF.TALK POSTSTUDY QUEST|ONNAIRE

A Wf¡at are your gerìeral impressions of this study and the techniques that were presented to you?

B. During this stndy, hq¡/ well were you able
to leam and use your self{alk strategy?

C. During th¡s study, how effective were the
following in determining your performance:

1) Your prepared task+elevant self-talk?

2) Your prepared mood thoughts?

3) Your prepared positive self-statements?

Not Very
Well

12

Not
Effective

12

12

12

Very
Average Well

345

Somewhat Very
Effective Effective

345

345

345

D. Did you haw any preferences for using one type of setf-talk over another?

E- will yo.r continue to use a prepared setf-talk cornpetition strategy in the future?

F. What was difücr¡lt about leaming and using prepared self-talk?



G. How might it be made more easy to use in the fr.¡ture?

H. What did you l¡ke abod part¡cipat¡ng in this partianlar study?

l. What did you dislike about particjpating in a study fike this?

J. From an êthlete's perspeclíve, what could be done to improve applied sport psychology studies like
this one. in the future?


